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II. Introduction
Extraordinary opportunities exist in the City of Dalton for bicycling and pedestrian activity.
Recent interest and has taken the city by storm. Strong commitment by local policy makers, staff, and
local residents to improving the bicycling and pedestrian transportation system will help ensure that
progress continues to be made to the system. Although some non-motorized facilities currently exist in
Dalton, many more opportunities to improve the system have been identified in this document.
This document is intended to help Dalton become a city with a top quality non-motorized
transportation system in order to create in order to create a more integrated, functional system to make
Dalton one of the best places to live, work, and play in the southeast.
This document is divided into two main sections; similar to a comprehensive plan, it is designed
around a community assessment, which reviews the current non-motorized transportation network, and a
community agenda which outlines opportunities that create a better planned system.

III. Community Assessment
A. Analyzing Dalton
The City of Dalton is too large, roughly 19.8 square miles, to examine on a macroscopic level
regarding bicycle and pedestrian facilities such as sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and crosswalks. The simplest
way to investigate Dalton’s current system is to dissect the City into several sections. Map 3.1 located on
the next page outlines the nine sections that Dalton has been divided into for this study. It is important to
note that many of these sections are different in not only location, but topography, age of incorporation,
and non-motorized transportation facilities available.
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Map 3.1: City of Dalton

Source: NWGRC
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B. Understanding Pedestrian Travel
Approximately one-third of the United States does not possess a driver’s license, meaning that
there are clearly a substantial amount of people for whom walking or perhaps cycling is their only
transportation option. For those that use public transportation, connections to the pedestrian network are
crucial. The same holds true to all vehicle operators, because with the exception of visiting a drive-thru,
all drivers begin and end their trips as a pedestrian.
As noted before pedestrian travel varies greatly based on the setting within the Dalton
community. Walking in and around Dalton’s downtown area is more enjoyable to most, and dramatically
different than walking along busy suburban arterials such as Cleveland Highway or Glenwood Avenue.
Walking in the downtown area is generally facilitated by a system of continuous, wide sidewalks, and in
many areas an aesthetically pleasing streetscape. Care and attention is more evident in the environment
than other sidewalks in the City. Pedestrian activity is provided with pavement markings and the location
of building entrances onto the sidewalks themselves. Blocks are relatively a short, easy walking distance,
providing the pedestrian with many options in paths to travel by. Pedestrians in this environment rarely
feel alone because of the surrounding and protective nature of the building layouts, general activity of the
street, foliage, street furniture, route options available in the downtown district.
Walking along a high-speed suburban arterial such as Cleveland Highway or Glenwood Avenue
has a much different and noticeable feel. The sidewalk although still constructed of virtually the same
durable materials, is generally not as wide or as interesting. Also, there is an obvious feeling of lack of
care and maintenance for this corridor. The walk isn’t as smooth or pleasurable. There is no street
furniture, and the intrusion of noise, smell, and rushing air created by passing cars and trucks. There is
limited opportunities to cross the busy streets as distances between traffic signals is often the distance of
two or three downtown blocks and are planned to facilitate automobile traffic flow. The pedestrian signal
interval, if a pedestrian signal is provided at all, are timed to meet the absolute minimal pedestrian
crossing time (typically 15-20 seconds), to minimize the effect on traffic flows. These pedestrian signals
are timed for safe crossing, however, they are set at the minimum allowable time, a handicapper or slow
traveling pedestrian would not make the 15-20 seconds currently allowed and would get stuck in the
roadway when the traffic lights change. Pedestrians are treated and feel like outsiders in this automobile
dominated environment. Adding to this feeling buildings are set far back from the sidewalk, behind large
parking lots, increasing the distance a pedestrian has to travel to get from the sidewalk to the entrance of a
building.
Similar automotive dominant features are found in suburban residential neighborhoods
throughout the City. The ability to meet the needs of a pedestrian is challenged by the great distances
from home to commercial areas. Sidewalks are sometimes available depending on the development
practices of the subdivision. The sidewalks that are available may be too narrow, broken, or intruded by
vegetation in older neighborhoods. Where the sidewalks are constructed are also a concern in these
residential neighborhoods, typically an attached five-foot wide sidewalk is immediately adjacent to the
roadway leaving no buffer zone between pedestrians and motor traffic often traveling at speeds of 40+
miles per hour. Another common sidewalk feature is a detached sidewalk with about 12-18 inches of
buffer between the edge of the sidewalk and the curbside. This provides some separation between traffic
and the pedestrian, however because the space is too narrow to provide adequate area to plant street trees,
properly contain utility poles, etc. it doesn’t create a safe atmosphere for pedestrian when walking next to
traffic traveling at high rates of speed. Traffic speeds may be slower than on arterials, but posted speeds
are rarely observed, and with speed limits being ignored and pedestrians walking in the street because
there is no sidewalk facility available, pedestrians are often on the losing side when it comes to
confrontation between the two travel modes meet. Houses are typically oriented with garage doors facing
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the street; intrusive driveways and their approach aprons create a less than level surface for the pedestrian,
most likely the ADA standards have been ignored due to lack of space available.
Clearly, place matters. In designing policies and programs for pedestrians, the City of Dalton
must support the best elements of a safe, efficient, and attractive pedestrian system and maintain an
environment that invites and celebrates human activity. Dalton is served by a downtown district that
contains more than 160 years of history. The City is currently trying to rejuvenate the downtown to
become a prime Northwest Georgia destination for living as well as visiting. The City has kicked off its
“Live, Work, Play” initiative in 2009-2010 focusing on policy, program, and facility creation to make
Dalton a more attractive place to live with higher standards for quality of life amenities, many pedestrian
transportation options are included in this initiative. Because of this pro-active approach to reestablish the
downtown, priority must be given to maintaining the special qualities of this part of the community.
Stepping outside of the downtown the City must plan to meet the needs of other parts of the City and
create an attractive system of sidewalks that provides access to all local activities. We must strive to
create first-class linkages assuring all residents the opportunity to comfortably meet their travel needs
using non-motorized forms of travel.
Important Concepts
Travel time and continuity are key factors that influence the likelihood that a person attempting a
trip on foot, versus a car or bicycle. Average speed for a pedestrian is typically three to four miles per
hour; speed varies greatly according to age, ability, and fitness level. Because walking is such a
comparatively slow method to transportation, most trips that are taken are limited to short distances. The
percentage of people who will choose walking as a form of transportation declines rapidly for trips over a
mile, and is negligible for anything
Perhaps the most important factor affecting a pedestrian trip is the exposure to motor vehicle
traffic and the speed that those vehicles are moving at. For both safety and aesthetic reasons, a
pedestrian’s journey is much more pleasant when walking along a tree-lined sidewalk versus along a busy
five-lane road with heavy truck traffic and no shade. Likewise, it is much more pleasant to walk along a
street where the speed limit is 25 mph versus a street with a speed limit of 40 mph or greater. Statistics
show that a pedestrian’s probability of death if hit by a motor vehicle increases from 15% when the car is
traveling at 20 mph to an 85% fatality if the car is traveling at 40mph.
Most likely, a pedestrian will also need to cross a roadway during the duration of any trip, so are
pedestrian crossing facilities available? Is there a signalized intersection conveniently located? Do the
busy roads have crossing islands? Will the pedestrians have to make a mid-block dash in order to avoid
going far out of their way to get to a crossing point? These options typically will influence the
pedestrian’s journey and may determine whether or not they will attempt that journey in the first place, or
whether they will attempt that journey ever again.
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C. Understanding Bicycle Travel
One of the most controversial issues amongst cyclists and policy makers regards accommodating
cyclists within the roadway or whether or not cyclists are better facilitated on an off-road pathway
alongside the road. And if the cyclist is accommodated within the roadway, then should they have a
separate facility (i.e. bike lane) that is officially designed for the bicycle?
Bicyclists for the most part are granted the same rights and are subject to the same regulations as
motorists. There are some exceptions, such as being restricted from some motorways such as the
interstate highways, and some special rules regarding their operation. While it may seem that bicycles
would be safer on the sidewalk rather than riding in the roadway, the opposite is actually the best scenario
and is backed up with lots of research. This is due to the fact that when a cyclist is traveling at a high rate
of speed with a “perceived” sense of safety they have a tendency to cross an intersection and not look, and
can easily collide with a car making a right turn. Also because the motorist does not typically see a cyclist
on a sidewalk as well as in the roadway and might accidentally turn directly into the oncoming cyclist’s
path.
Crashes frequently happen when a motorist is
turning right just after overtaking a cyclist, whether in the
roadway or on a sidewalk. Also, a cyclist riding on a
sidewalk loses the advantage of right-of-way, the cyclist
must yield to motor vehicles instead of the other way
around; in addition to the cyclist having to approach every
driveway encountered with caution. Bicyclists also have to
yield to pedestrians when riding on the sidewalk, provide an
audible signal for their approach, and typically as the
number of pedestrians increases, a cyclist’s progress can be
impeded.
Locations of sidewalks are often such that when a
vehicle on an intersecting driveway or roadway is stopped
and waiting for traffic to clear on the through road, their
position blocks the sidewalk. This requires difficult and
possibly dangerous maneuvering for the cyclist to ride
around the stopped car. For all the reasons previously listed
people who ride their bicycles for commuting and other
utilitarian purposes often ride in the street to avoid these
foreseen complications. Although separate facilities will
continue to be the preferred facility by some cyclist in most
cases, shared facilities will continue to be the safest and
most preferred facility by the avid rider.
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Figure 3.1: Bicycle Land Visibility vs. Sidewalk Visibility
Figure 3.1 shows that bicycles traveling in the opposite direction of traffic on sidewalks have
significantly greater

Car Turning Right –
Bicyclist in Bike Lane can be seen by driver easily as they
scan oncoming traffic. Bicyclist on sidewalk is not easily
seen by the driver and can’t be seen until just before impact.

Car Turning Left (Scenario 1) –
Bicyclist in Bike Lane can be seen by driver easily as the
driver scans for oncoming traffic. Bicyclist on sidewalk is
not easily seen by driver and can’t be seen until they are in
the crosswalk.

Car Turning Left (Scenario 2) –
Bicyclist in Bike Lane can be seen by the driver as the
driver scans for oncoming traffic. Bicyclist on sidewalk is
not seen and cannot be seen by the driver until just before
impact.

Source: Alta Planning & Design
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The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) publish a
Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities. Federal and most state sources of funding require that
bicycle projects conform to these guidelines. AASHTO’s guidelines specifically discuss the undesirability
of sidewalks and shared-use paths, for the reasons listed previously. Only in certain circumstances should
a Sidewalk Bikeway be considered. AASHTO’s guidelines are as follows:
a) “To provide bikeway continuity along high speed or heavily traveled roadways having inadequate
space for cyclists, and uninterrupted by driveways and intersections for long distances”.1
b) “On long, narrow bridges. In such cases, ramps should be installed at the sidewalk approaches. If
approach bikeways are two-way, sidewalk facilities also should be two-way.”2
Young children will most likely continue to ride bicycles on the sidewalk even if road facilities
area provided. The risks previously mentioned still hold true, but factors such as unfamiliarity with traffic
patterns and the limited depth perception typical of young children should be considered when choosing
an appropriate facility. Likewise, even with the presence of on-road facilities many adults just do not feel
comfortable with riding in the road in all or some situations. Choice will vary with individual cycling
skills, weather, and roadway factors. The transition between an off-road facility and an on-road facility is
most difficult at roadway intersections. Educating cyclists to ride in different manners from place to place
can cause confusion amongst riders. Make rules and facilities simple, easy, and universal to use.
Community education programs such as those provided by the League of American Bicyclists, and
locally by Bike Walk Northwest Georgia, provide cyclists both young and old the rules and safety
practices for riding bikes. Bicyclists should always be anticipated in a roadway, because it is highly
unlikely that cyclists will be restricted to sidewalk bikeways or other off-road facilities due to their known
safety hazards. Likewise cyclists do often create a situation that can be very dangerous to motorists as
well, that is why the aforementioned community education programs at schools and regional agencies
should be provided.

1

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities; Washington D.C.: AASHTO Publishing, 1999; 20.
2
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities; Washington D.C.: AASHTO Publishing, 1999; 20.
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D. Design Guidelines
Traveling Along Roadways
Dalton’s road network has been designed primarily to move motor vehicles effectively, with as
little disruption as possible, through town. This network includes major arterial streets that place cars in
multiple lanes moving at high speeds for long distances. These major corridors usually present
tremendous challenges when trying to retro-fit them for non-motorized facilities. Pedestrian travel along
roadways is accommodated by sidewalks or shared-use paths. Bicycle travel along roadways is
accommodated by bike lanes, shared roadways, and shared-use paths. There is no single solution for
handling bicycle traffic along road corridors that will be the most appropriate facility for all scenarios.
But the City of Dalton should strive to establish a consistent approach that motorists and bicycles have
clear and consistent expectations for each other. Restricting a bicyclist to a path along the side of the
roadway, while legal, presents many problems (those previously mentioned). This option diminishes the
attractiveness of using the bicycle as a transportation option for many adult cyclists. On the other hand,
there is a great diversity of bicycling skills and comfort levels, and a system should attempt to safely
accommodate all users to the degree possible.
In order to evaluate the alternative approaches to accommodating both bicycle and pedestrian
travel along the roadway, quality or level of service (LOS) models have been developed, and should be
used. LOS systems are used in evaluating and updating roadway networks, and the same idea is used for
sidewalks and bicycle facilities. Many different types of models have been made over the past several
years, but LOS should always be considered when evaluating a bicycle or pedestrian facility. In fact, the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) currently uses a simplified version of Bruce Landis’, PE,
AICP of Sprinkle Consulting, Inc., as a universal system of LOS for its state networks. It should be noted
that LOS can only be used in a roadway environment because of the factors of the road, with or without
as sidewalk, and the pedestrian/cyclist’s interaction with motor vehicle traffic. There is no current model
developed for LOS on shared-use pathways, this is primarily because of the variances in interactive users.
Because a variety of user types may use a shared-use pathway (i.e. bicycles, runners, walkers, walkers
with strollers, skaters, etc.) all traveling at different speeds and vectors, it is difficult to standardize a LOS
factor for all these different interactions and their impact of travel on the pathway. Possibly in the future,
a simplified model will be developed for use. However, the speed, vector of travel, and the points of
interaction between a cyclist/car and pedestrian/car can be more easily studied on a road corridor.
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Examples of Level of Service are as follows:
Pedestrian Level of Service –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Presence of a sidewalk
Lateral separation between pedestrians and motor vehicles
Presence of physical barriers and buffers between pedestrians and motor vehicles
Motor vehicle volumes
Motor vehicle speed

Bicycle Level of Service –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Presence of Bicycle Lane of paved shoulder
Proximity of bicyclist to motor vehicles
Motor vehicle volumes.
Motor vehicle speed
Motor vehicle type (percent truck/commercial traffic)
Pavement condition
Presence of on-street parking

The key factor for both modes of travel are the existence of their own space, how far is that space
from traffic, and the nature of that traffic. The beauty of a bicycle and pedestrian LOS model is that they
have been developed using the same letter grading system with the same connotations as the letter grading
system used in schools: (A) being the best and (F) being the worst. This letter grading system is also used
in LOS assessments of roads for motor vehicle traffic. It should be noted that even though the grading
system is similar, motor vehicle traffic LOS models and bike/ped LOS models are quite different. An
example of this is a pedestrian LOS grade of (E) is a likely result of there not being any sidewalk and/or
accommodations available for the pedestrian. A motor vehicle LOS grade of (E) is defined as a point on a
roadway in which operations are at near capacity and are unstable. In other words, the roadway capacity
is “maxed out.”
Three Local Scenarios for Providing Multi-Modal Road Right of Ways (ROWs) –
1. Sidewalk (for pedestrians) and a Shared Roadway (for bicyclists and motorists). An example
would be Valley Drive between Waugh Street and W. Walnut Avenue.
2. Sidewalk (for pedestrians) and a Bike Lane (a separate bike-only lane in the roadway). An
example would be College Drive between Tibbs Road and Dug Gap Battle Road.
3. Shared-use Path (for pedestrians and some bicyclists) and a Shared Roadway (for other bicyclists
and motorists). An example would be Chattanooga Avenue between Hamilton Street (Five
Points) and the Mill Creek Corridor.
Let’s take a look at these three local examples, in more detail. A diagram is provided to give the
reader a visual sense of each situation. These examples are taken from different types of roadway
classifications, Urban Collector Street (Valley Drive), Minor Arterial Road (College Drive and
Chattanooga Avenue).
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Table 3.1: Guidelines for Corridor Facilities
Criteria
ADT
(motor vehicles)
Number of Lanes
Posted Speed
Sidewalk Width

Buffer Width
Bike Lane Width
Shared Outside
Lane Width

Average
Daily
Traffic Volumes
(both directions)
Average
Average
AASHTO
Guidelines

AASHTO
Guidelines
AASHTO
Guidelines
AASHTO
Guidelines

Principal Arterial
20,000 – 30,000

Minor Arterial
10,000 – 20,000

Urban Collector
5,000 – 10,000

4 Total (drivable)
40 MPH
5’ minimum
6’ – 8’ preferred
10’ – 15’ in
downtowns
5’ minimum
6’ preferred
5’ minimum (w/
gutter)
14’ recommended
15’ maximum

4 Total (drivable)
35 MPH
5’ minimum
6’ – 8’ preferred
10’ – 15’ in high
use areas
5’ minimum
6’ preferred
5’ minimum (w/
gutter)
14’ recommended
15’ maximum

2 Total (drivable)
25 – 30 MPH
5’ minimum

2’ minimum
4’ preferred
5’ minimum (w/
gutter)
14’ recommended
15’ maximum

Source: AASHTO & APA

Table 3.2: Current On-Street Conditions
Corridor
Example

Roadway Lanes
Width

Bike
Lane
Width
N/A

Valley Drive
(between W.
Waugh St. &
W. Walnut
Ave.)
College Drive
(between
Tibbs Rd. &
Dug Gap
Battle Rd.)

28’ road
14’ lanes

2

36’ road
17’ lanes

2 – Tibbs Rd. to
George Rice Dr.
/ 4 – George
Rice Dr. to Dug
Gap Battle Rd.

N/A

Chattanooga
Avenue
(between
Hawthorne St.
& Mill Creek)
W. Waugh
Street
(between
Shugart Rd. &
Pentz St.)

24’ road
12’ lanes

2 with and
without center
turn lane

N/A

60’ road
11’ lanes
16’
median
lane

4 travel, 1 center
turn lane

N/A

Right of Way
Width

Sidewalk
Width

Buffer
Width

50’ entire section

N/A

N/A

60’ between Tibbs
Rd. & George Rice
Dr. 100’ between
George Rice Dr. &
Dug Gap Battle
Rd.
80’ entire section

5’ East side
of College
Drive / 5’ on
Dalton State
College
campus
5’ between
Tyler St. and
Judson St.

4’ buffer

84’ Thornton Ave.
west. 100’
Thornton Ave. east

5’ sidewalks
both sides of
road

4’

4’ buffer

Source: NWGRC
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Figure 3.2: Sidewalk with Shared Roadway
In this scenario there are no
specifically
designated
bicycle
facilities within the road. Bikes are
accommodated by increasing the
outside lane width to 14’ or 15’.
Education and enforcement programs
along with signage and some
pavement markings such as the
“Shared-use Arrow or Sharrow” (fig.
3.3) are used to alert motorists to the
cyclist’s presence in the roadway. The
pros and cons of this scenario follow
below. A local example of a street
that would potentially work in this
scenario is Valley Drive.
Source: APA

Figure 3.3: Shared-use Arrow
PROS:
Simple treatment for creating facility
Many agree it's the safest way to integrate bicycles and motor vehicles
Wide outside lane vs. bike lane studies have shown no significant safety differences in
separation between motor vehicle traffic and cyclists
Often appeals to experienced cyclists and daily bike commuters.

CONS:
Unlikely will attract any new cyclists

May be seen as a "do nothing" approach, because the physical road hasn't changed

Many cyclists will still ride on the sidewalk

Cars tend to merge into oncomin traffic lane to avoid a biker as compared to bike lanes

Wider outside lanes may encourage higher speeds of motor vehicle traffic

15
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Figure 3.4: Sidewalk and Bike Lane in Roadway
In this scenario, designated
bicycle lanes or designated paved
shoulders are provided on all
collectors and arterials. The width of
the bicycle lanes or shoulders should
increase in areas with poor sight lines
and/ or higher volumes and traffic
speeds. A local example of a street
that would fit this scenario would be
College Drive. Currently Dalton has a
couple streets with Bike Lanes,
Emery Street near the cemetery and
Cascade Drive. However, each street
only contains only one Bike Lane.
This is not adequate and AASHTO
states that “bike lanes should be oneSource: APA
way facilities and carry bike traffic in
the same direction as adjacent motor vehicle traffic. Two bike lanes on one side of the roadway are not
recommended when they result in bicycles riding against the flow of motor vehicle traffic.”3 This is
especially important because the Emery Street bike lane is located in the west-bound traffic lane only, and
the Cascade Drive bike lane is located in the northeast bound traffic lane only. These are the only two
designated bicycle facilities in all the City of Dalton.
PROS:
Highly Visible
Encourages Bicycle Usage
Alerts Motorists of the presence of cyclists in the roadway
May have a slight traffic calming effect due to the illusion of narrower motor traffic lanes
Concurrent with AASHTO guidelines in most situations
Motorists are less likely to encroach into the adjacent motor traffic lane when passing a cyclist

3

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Guide for the Development of Bicycle
Facilities (Washington D.C.: AASHTO Publishing. 1999), 20.
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CONS:
Bike lanes require supplemental maintenance to be kept free of debris

Intersections must be designed carefully to minimize conflicts with turning movements of traffic

Presence of lanes may attract less experienced cyclists to busier roadways

Some cyclists will still remain riding on the sidewalks, no matter what facilties you install

Figure 3.5: Shared-use Pathway
In this situation, off-road
shared-use pathways are provided on
major roads, such as arterials. Bike
lanes or paved wide shoulders are
provided on the smaller collectors.
Some collectors may have shared-use
paths. Any driveway that crosses a
shared use path would have to be
modified to improve bicyclist and
pedestrian safety. The primary
example of a potential shared-use
pathway alongside a roadway corridor
would be the Chattanooga Avenue
corridor in the right of way (ROW)
between the CSX Railway and the
road itself. The space is roughly 10’15’
wide from Hamilton Street via
Source: APA
Hawthorne Avenue intersection (Five
Points and then straight northerly to the Mill Creek Bridge, where it would eventually intersect with the
proposed Multi-use greenway that runs parallel along Mill Creek. This would be the primary connector
into downtown Dalton.
PROS:
They virtually only exist circling parks in Dalton, not in effect anywhere as a trasnportation alternative
Do not have to modify the existing roadway
Because facilities are seperated from the busy road, they appeal to novice users and those will slow reaction time
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CONS:
Off‐road facilities such as shared‐use pathways and sidewalks are statistically the most dangerous place to ride a bicycle due
to point conflicts with motor vehiclesat intersections and driveways
Some cyclists will still choose to ride in the road even though there may be a shared‐use pathway available
Off‐road facilities such as shared‐use paths require higher maintenance standards than are currently in place to be
considered transportation friendly
Transitions between shared‐use paths and bike lanes are awkwards and often challenging to design

It is a professional observation that the sidewalk and bike lane is the preferred alternative for most
road classifications and circumstances. However, the first scenario, sidewalks and shared roadway are
most appropriate for lower volume (< 3,500 ADT) and lower speed (< or = 30 MPH) Collector and Local
Residential streets. A shared-use pathway may be appropriate for a parkway situation where intersecting
roadways and driveways are widely spaced apart (typically farther apart than ½ mile). Also, when
traveling on a shared-use pathway, there should not be any reason for a traveler to need to cross the road
between intersections and marked crossings. While sidewalks and bike lanes are the preferred facility for
Dalton, the City should not ban cycling on all sidewalks, cyclists will choose to ride where they feel most
comfortable based on their skill or feeling of safety in traffic. The City should focus on providing new
facilities in accordance with current best practices and retrofit existing facilities as best as possible until
redesign and replacement can take place. However it is important that the City enforce the fact that when
a cyclist rides a bicycle on the sidewalk they always need to yield to pedestrians, a sidewalk that is
conveniently wide enough for slow bicycle travel in suburban settings are roughly 6’-8’ wide, allowing
adequate passing room around a pedestrian. Because it is highly likely that some bicyclists will be riding
on the sidewalks, sidewalks should be designed and maintained such to accommodate these types of users
too. They do not have to accommodate AASHTO guidelines for Shared-use Pathways, but sightlines are
intersections and driveways should be open enough so that motorists can easily see bicyclists and
pedestrians alike. Sidewalk curb cuts and ramp alignments should take into account that people will be
riding bicycles on them as well. Obstructions immediately in and alongside of the effective width of the
sidewalk should be avoided. The surfaces and adjacent overhang of vegetation ne to be pruned and
maintained with bicycle travel in mind.
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Traveling Across Roadways
Despite the dangers or inconveniences that exist in the City of Dalton, at some point during a
pedestrian’s or bicyclist’s trip they will have to cross the road. Crossing roads pose challenges to safe
navigation on a journey. Ways to get across roadway corridor, including railroad corridors, occur at
intersections, mid-block crossings, bridges, and tunnels. All pose unique challenges to pedestrians and
cyclists. Bicyclists and pedestrians cross over the road surface in very different manners. Bicyclists will
most likely make left turns similar to motor vehicles, merging across lanes as necessary. Their restrictions
to crossing a road occur typically because of the rider’s comfort level with traffic conditions. In fact,
some bicyclists use traffic conditions to judge whether to make a left hand turn as a pedestrian instead of
a cyclist, by leaving the roadway and crossing at a crosswalk. For pedestrians, and bicyclists acting as
pedestrians, crossing the road can be a very intimidating experience. There are often limited safe options
available to traverse the roadway. In Dalton, pedestrians are directed to cross at intersections and midblock crosswalks. Each of these options has its own set of issues involved.
Intersection with Crosswalks:
While generally intersections are the safest place to cross the road for a pedestrian or bicyclist,
there are several issues to consider. Intersections are the most common place to come into conflict with a
car, bike, and pedestrian. Even at a simple four-way stop there is up to twelve possible directions of travel
that cars can make alone. Add in more lanes of traffic, and crossing at an intersection can be tricky,
especially if you have slow reaction time and/or travel speed. However, if designed correctly,
intersections can facilitate convenient and safe interactions for all users. Signalized intersections are the
hubs of activity on roads around Dalton. Each has many conflicting demands from its users. For the most
part, a roadways vehicular capacity is determined at signalized intersections. From the pedestrian’s
viewpoint, they often face a wave of left turning vehicles, right turning vehicles, and a through traffic
from typically four directions. When crosswalks signals require activation from a push button, many
pedestrians often ignore them because of their inconvenience, lack of feedback that indeed the button is
working at all, and briefness of the actual pedestrian signal timing. Not to mention to the drivers that
ignore the pedestrian’s right-of-way and law to yield to them. Especially drivers turning left at busy
intersections with few gaps in traffic. The left turning driver often focuses on primarily finding a suitable
gap in oncoming traffic and may commit to the turn before noticing a pedestrian in the crosswalk. This is
a common occurrence in downtown Dalton and along busy commercial corridors such as Glenwood
Avenue/Cleveland Highway, Walnut Avenue, and Thornton Avenue.
Dalton also has many intersections where the roads meet at odd angles, often due to the terrain.
This results in wider than typical intersections. When the pedestrian gets the go ahead from a pedestrian
signal heads-up display (PedHead), motorized vehicles are often crosswalk at the same time that the
PedHead is activated. From the bicyclist standpoint, one of the most frustrating circumstances is not being
able to trigger a traffic signal. Many traffic signals in Dalton are activated by detection loops buried into
the pavement, which sense a change in magnetic field when a car pulls its wheels up next to it. Depending
on how the detectors are adjusted and the nature of the bicycle wheel or frame, the cyclist may not be able
to trigger the signal. As a result, the cyclists must leave the turn lane and cross as a pedestrian, if turning
left, ignore the signal, or position themselves farther out into the intersection to allow a car to move in
behind them to trip the signal with its wheels. Un-signalized intersections are the most common
intersection in the City, and are also key points where pedestrians and bicyclists want to cross the road
corridor. When crosswalks are left unmarked, pedestrian travel is discouraged. Many, many un-signalized
intersections in Dalton do not contain marked crosswalks, especially when no sidewalks are present.
Pedestrians are still going to travel whether sidewalks are present or not, and because of the
aforementioned issues are intersections, pedestrians and cyclists still need a safe, visible place to walk.
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“Marked crosswalks serve two purposes: (1) to
inform motorists of the location of a pedestrian crossing so
that they have time to lawfully yield to a crossing pedestrian;
and (2) to assure the pedestrian that a legal crosswalk exists
at a particular location.” 4 Several issues should be
considered when designing safe crosswalks, including
visibility, clarity of intent to cross, short wait, short crossings
with adequate crossing time, accommodation for special
needs by following the American with Disabilities Act
(ADA) Guidelines, as well as a clear crossing. Many of these
guidelines follow the suggested AASHTO guidelines for
designing crosswalk facilities.

Transverse Crosswalk

Source: www.sacdot.com

Closed Longitudinal Crosswalk

Visibility –
Increasing visibility of all users, including cars, is a
key issue for pedestrian safety. Marked crosswalks should be
included only where sight distance is adequate for both
pedestrians and motorists to see each other. Obstructions in
sight-lines should be minimized. Visibility can be improved
by creating an atmosphere with:
 A wide six foot marked crosswalk (closed
longitudinal is the legal marking in the State of
Georgia)
 Stop lines set back at sufficient distance from the
crosswalk to increase visibility from all lanes of
traffic
 Signage directing motorists to yield to pedestrians
 Curb extensions (bulb-outs), extended the curb out at
intersections, which also minimizes the crossing
distance
 Removal of low hanging branches and minimal
planting of trees and bushes between the oncoming
traffic and the sidewalk approach so that sight
distances aren’t hindered, according to AASHTO
guidelines
 Lighting the crosswalk and the sidewalk approaches

Source:
www.latimesblogs.latimes.com

Open Longitudinal Crosswalk

Source: www.cityofsacramento.org

Mid-Block Crosswalk

Source:
www.contextsensitivesolutions.org

4

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Guide for the Planning, Design, and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities (Washington D.C., AASHTO Publishing, 2004) 80.
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Clarity of Intent to Cross –
Road users should be able to discern if a pedestrian
is planning to cross the road so that they may take
appropriate measures. If a crosswalk is located where a
sidewalk directly parallel to the roadway, it is difficult for
road users to judge whether or not the pedestrian is going to
cross at a crosswalk or simply abruptly turn and illegally
cross the roadway (jay-walking). Also places such as bus
stops, which currently Dalton does not have, but may very
easily in the near future, allow pedestrians to congregate at
the road’s edge and create motorists to needlessly stop. To
help clarify the pedestrian’s intent to cross to street,
intersections should contain the following features:
 The smallest stretch of sidewalk perpendicular
allowable via AASHTO guidelines attached to the
roadway
 Place bus stops past the crosswalk to avoid clogging
the crosswalk with bus patrons
 Place crosswalks at locations where there are no
places that allow pedestrians to congregate adjacent
to the road without the intent to cross
 Install curb extensions to reduce the crossing
distances for pedestrians and slowing motorized
traffic at the same time

Sidewalk Curb-Extension

Source: FHWA
Crossing Island/Raised Median

Source: Alta Planning & Design

Crossing Time –

Pedestrian Crossing Signals

Depending on what Warrant System the sites traffic
signal is set at determines the length of pedestrian crossing
time. If we assume for this example a Warrant 6 setting –
Coordinated Signal System the rule of thumb placed by the
Manual on Unified Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) the
typical rate of measured pedestrian travel is roughly 4feet per
1 second (4’/1s), however, this speed of travel does not
reflect the changes in type of pedestrian very efficiently. For
example to elderly, handicapped, or children travel at a much
slower rate than a non-handicapped adult. Integrated
countdown systems are very informative and allow the
pedestrian to witness how much time is remaining in the
crossing cycle before the “Don’t Walk” notification
reinitiates. The City of Dalton should consider installing
integrated countdown systems at all signalized crosswalk
locations, especially when the distance of travel is greater
than 50 feet.
Source: Alta Planning & Design
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Short Crossing Distances –
Minimizing the distance that pedestrians need to cross the street is another critical safety issue. As
crossing distances increase, the comfort and safety level of pedestrians decrease. Simple design solutions
such as reducing the curb radii, adding curb extensions, shorten crosswalk distances. As well they reduce
the potential for pedestrian - vehicle conflict. Large radii corner make it easy for motor vehicle traffic to
turn easier and at a much higher rate of speed. In addition to increasing visibility and shortening crossing
distances for pedestrians, curb extensions increase the space available for directional curb ramps and
prevent parked cars from encroaching into the crosswalk’s space. Curb extensions also serve to make
pedestrian’s intent to cross the road known to motorists before the pedestrians step into the roadway.
Another way to decrease the crossing distance is to install a pedestrian island, often constructed on a
raised median in the roadway, or the opposite side of a turn lane raised to accommodate a pedestrian
crossing.
ADA Accommodations –
Providing accessibility accommodations for all users crossing the street is required by law.
Keeping up-to-date on ever changing accessibility guidelines is crucial to the safety and security of all
new intersection and mid-block crosswalk construction. The Americans with Disabilities Act was passed
in 1990 and is required on every crosswalk and street corner in the City of Dalton. Several treatments of
the crosswalk can increase the accessibility for impaired users and many of them are required by ADA
standards:
 Audible pedestrian signals indicate when the pedestrian signal has changed and traffic has come
to a stop. This prevents a person with visual impairment from having to discern traffic patterns
solely through the sound the traffic creates, which can be difficult at a busy intersection and not
always reliable.
 Pedestrian activated buttons placed in a consistent location at every intersection will aid the
visually impaired
 Directional curb ramps guide people with visual impairments to the crosswalk
 Detectable warning strips at the ends of the crosswalk warn the visually impaired when they are
leaving the sidewalk and entering the roadway
 Median crossing islands should also include detectable warning strips, curbs ramps with a level
landing or full cut through at road grade level for easy accessibility
 Pedestrian triggered mid-block signal controls aid those with mobility impairments and slow
crossing speeds, as well as anyone trying to judge the safest time to cross between gaps in the
traffic
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Un-signalized
Signs

&

Marked

Midblock

Crosswalk

The majority of pedestrian trips are ¼ mile or less, a
typical five to ten minute walk at a comfortable pace.5 Also,
all trips in any vehicle also begin and end on foot. Even the
smallest detour or obstruction can immediately force the
pedestrian to consider another means of transportation (most
likely motorized). Pedestrians will seek the most direct route
possible and are not willing to go very far out of their way.
Thus, pedestrians often will seek the most direct route
whether crosswalks are available or not. This results in the
increased likelihood that pedestrians will unexpectedly dash
out into the roadway mid-block. Studies have shown that this
is the second highest form of pedestrian/vehicle collision
after intersection related accidents.
A concern with any mid-block crosswalk is
providing the pedestrian with a false sense of security. This
concern must be weighed against accommodating and
encouraging pedestrian travel. Consider that as we choose to
encourage pedestrian travel and discourage motor vehicle
travel over short distances we need to provide well designed
and safe crosswalk facilities whether they are located at
intersections or not. AASHTO guidelines suggest that there
are several attributes that should be used to consider
incorporating a mid-block crosswalk into a street/sidewalk
design. These include:
 The location is already a source of a substantial
number of mid-block crossings
 Where a new development is expected to generate a
substantial number of mid-block crossings
 The surrounding land-use is such that it is highly
unlikely that pedestrians will cross at the next
intersection even if a safe crosswalk is provided
there
 Safety of adjacent intersections is such that large
turning volumes create situations where it is difficult
to cross the street at the intersection
 Spacing between adjacent intersections is greater
than 660 feet or 1/8th mile
 Adequate sight distance is available for both
pedestrian and motorist

Un-signalized Pedestrian
Signage Examples:

Source: FHWA – MUTCD (2009)

*

- Sign can be yellow or
fluorescent green, per FHWA policy

5

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials Guide for the Planning, Design, and
Operation of Pedestrian Facilities (Washington D.C., AASHTO Publishing, 2004).
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Examples of a few pedestrian crosswalk warning and notification signs are displayed on the previous
page, which come directly from the most recent edition of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) published by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). The City of Dalton
Official Code of Ordinances states, “All traffic control devices… shall be the official traffic control
devices… of the City. Any violation of any traffic control device or parking restriction shall be a violation
of the Code.”6 With this law in effect, it is up to the City to make sure that all proper signage according to
MUTCD and AASHTO guidelines are followed.
In-Road Signs
Many communities’ in-road pedestrian signs placed
within the crosswalk that alert motorists of the pedestrian
crossings and calm traffic in the vicinity or the crosswalk.
These in-street crossing signs cannot be used at signalized
crosswalk locations. If the in-street pedestrian sign is placed
within the roadway, the sign should completely comply with
state and federal guidelines. The in-street sign may be used
seasonally, such as around schools at mid-block crossings or
in front of the Whitfield County courthouse for example. Instreet signs can be used as part of an education and
enforcement program in a targeted area or on a semipermanent basis for critical crosswalks.

In-Road Pedestrian Warning Sign

Source: FHWA MUTCD (2009)

Lighting

*
All marked crosswalks should be well lighted with
overhead lighting. The combination of overhead lighting and
crosswalk signs create a safe atmosphere for both the
pedestrian and motorist.

- Sign can be yellow or
fluorescent green, per FHWA policy

Source: Alta Planning & Design

6

Official Code of the City of Dalton, Georgia (Chapter 114: Article II: Section 114-36) 114:4.
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Multi-Use Paths and Trails
There are many different types of multi-use paths, each with its own unique issues. One type of
multi-use pathway is one separate from the roadway, used as an independent transportation system. They
include rail-to-trail corridors, paths through parks, and a link to connect other transportation networks.
They can be important and beneficial links to the non-motorized transportation system provided they have
a direct connection to the existing network of bike – ped facilities, such as bike lanes and sidewalks. An
example of these types of trails would be the proposed Mill Creek Multi-Use Trail and connection down
Chattanooga Avenue to downtown Dalton. If designed and maintained properly, multi-use paths can
become the focal point of a city’s bicycle and pedestrian transportation system.
These paths need to be designed to accommodate shared uses including cyclists, walkers,
strollers, skaters, and wheelchairs. For the safety of all users the pathway should be built wide enough to
accommodate these shared uses. AASHTO guidelines suggest a minimum width of 10’ for a Shared-Use
Pathway. However, the preferred minimum width, especially in urban areas would be 14’ – 16’. Studies
performed by the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy have shown that off-road multi-use pathways in general are
quite safe from the personal safety standpoint. However, the local Dalton Police Department should
devise new ideas for patrolling a multi-use path corridor, such as the proposed Mill Creek Trail. A
common site in other cities is patrol officers riding bicycles; Dalton currently does have bicycle patrols in
effect.
Figure 3.6: Off-Road Multi-Use Path Cross Section

Source: Alta Planning & Design
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Figure 3.5 (previous page) illustrates several key points about the design and maintenance of a
multi-use pathway; whether the surface is asphalt, concrete, fines (small gravelly materials), or other
materials. It should have a solid base and positive drainage because of the path may have maintenance
vehicles on it during any season of the year. The vegetation along the trail should be regularly trimmed
and mowed to maintain a clear zone around the trail.
Figure 3.7: Typical Multi-Use Pathway – Roadway Intersection

Source: The Greenway Collaborative, Inc.
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Travel within Residential Neighborhoods
Local roadways that serve residential and mixed use areas are critical to the success of Dalton’s
bicycle and pedestrian system. Local roads that serve neighborhoods are typically attractive bicycling or
pedestrian links due to the lower vehicle volumes and speeds. However, a large concern in Dalton is the
lack of proper pedestrian facilities (i.e. sidewalks) in many of Dalton’s residential neighborhoods. Thus
pedestrians are forced to walk in the roadway itself, which presents many issues due to the relatively
narrow lanes of local residential roads.
Bicycles typically do not need any special accommodations on local residential roads as they can
be comfortable sharing the roadway with the limited motor vehicle traffic. Some residential streets in
combination with proposed off-road multi-use pathways provide excellent and attractive alternatives to
the primary road system. In some cases it may be necessary to sign bicycle routes that provide access to
local destinations such as parks and schools where the route may not be as familiar to a cyclist that may
be from out-of-town.
It is important to provide safe and comfortable pedestrian facilities on private streets as well as
public streets. However, private streets tend to lack the standards or requirements of the City. Regardless
of ownership, neighborhood streets should include concrete sidewalks that are a minimum of 5’ in width,
and compliant with all ADA standards, on both sides of the street, with a landscaped buffer between the
road and the sidewalk.
Figure 3.8: Typical APA Sidewalk Design Guidelines

Source: APA

If a new development has limited road access to surrounding arterial streets, special access points
for pedestrians and bikes should be incorporated between property lines or along adjoining utility rights
of way. Bicycle and pedestrian connectivity between adjacent residential, commercial, and institutional
developments should always be provided. The Brookwood Sub-division is a prime example of a local
development that was plotted out without adequate connection to arterial roads. Lakemont Drive is the
only thru-street that is an arterial connector in the entire subdivision. Add to the lack of connectivity,
there is virtually little to no sidewalks present in the entire subdivision as well. The City of Dalton can
form and shape of new neighborhoods and the redevelopment of old ones, by supporting and promoting
pedestrian and bicycle mobility both by modifying master plans and development standards. Careful site
design encourages walking by making this travel option more direct that motorized transportation modes.
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Neighborhood Roadway Design –
Street standards should clearly require sidewalks on both sides of the street, subject to City
review. Neighborhood streets should have the following amendments to encourage pedestrian access with
in neighborhoods:
 Slow vehicular speeds
 Small block sizes
 Interconnected streets
 Sidewalks on both sides of the street, at least one side if located in a dangerous terrain area
 Landscaped buffer between the street and sidewalk with street trees that provide shade and
protection
 Connections to adjoining neighborhoods
 Direct walkway connections between residential areas and commercial and institutional areas
when not provided by the street network
Figure 3.9: Cul-de-sac Connector

Source: Alta Planning & Design

Cul-de-sac
connector
sidewalks and trails are excellent
ways to retro-fit an older subdivision
and
create
a
non-motorized
connection network between arterials
and local residential streets. A great
example of this is the south cul-de-sac
end of East Lakeshore Drive, next to
Conway
Street.
Currently
E.
Lakeshore Drive stops at a cul-de-sac
and pedestrians have forged a makeshift trail through the roughly ten feet
that separate Conway Street with E.
Lakeshore Drive. A connection to
Conway St. would allow another thruway from the Brookwood subdivision
and provide direct route access to
Lakeshore Park via E. Lakeshore
Drive (refer to the Section 5 Map).

Grid patterned streets with sidewalks and small block sizes are the preferred pedestrian use, and
they also provide the most street network options for automobiles as well. The allow pedestrians to have
multiple options in route choices and follow the most direct route. It is desirable for street networks and
pedestrian facilities to correspond wherever possible. However, even if grid streets are not desired or
feasible, pedestrian and bike links should still be provided even where the road does not connect. If culde-sacs and dead-end streets are used, pedestrian and bike trails meeting AASHTO guidelines should be
created to link adjacent streets and adjacent streets (Fig. 3.8).
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Travel within Commercial Corridors & Mixed-Use Developments
Many new commercial, office,
institutional, and mixed-use developments
being built today are designed for easy
access by motor vehicles and do not take
into adequate consideration the patrons
arriving by other means of travel. Aspects of
site design can discourage non-motorized
traffic when designed solely for automobile
use. Developments today often have poorly
placed or no bicycle parking facilities, large
setbacks with parking lots that lack direct
access for pedestrians and bicyclists and face
large arterial roadways with little or no direct
access to neighborhoods and residential areas that surround them. These problems can be solved by
improving site design and enhancing connections to the external transportation system.
Buildings that are located along the street create a streetscape that is comfortable and
accommodating to pedestrians, and helps keep motorized traffic speeds lower. Parking to the side or read
of the building keeps the streetscape intact, allows easy access for pedestrians from adjacent sidewalks
and minimizes conflict between pedestrians and cars. As the building frontages are moved back into the
lot from the streetscape to accommodate parking, the pedestrian’s sense of exposure to traffic, the
distance they have to walk to access the store, and their resulting discomfort increases substantially. If
orienting proposed development projects to improve non-motorized uses, often it may not be a feasible
option to create pedestrian crossings at intersecting location, then mid-block crosswalks are necessary to
minimize the “wandering aimlessly” sense of random pedestrians in large parking lots and allows them to
cross safely into the store. Older adult pedestrians have a high incidence of accidents involving vehicles
backing up, a common maneuver in a parking lot.7 Site plans should be required to include the following
design measures:
 Reduce building setbacks as much as possible to provide walkways to the entrances that are
clearly marked, accessible, and is buffered from the surrounding parking lot
 Use raised crosswalks and striping to clearly define the walkways from driveways; speed tables
and raised crosswalks can calm traffic and increase visibility
 Provide trees and other plantings to buffer pedestrians from parking areas, enhance parking lot
aesthetics, and minimize the pedestrian’s exposure to the elements while crossing the vast
expanse of pavement
 Walkways should have direct and clear access to building entrances and be designed to safely go
through the parking lot, and/or circumnavigate it if necessary
 Walkways along the buildings should be wide enough to accommodate several people shoulderto-shoulder and have frequent curb cuts and ramps for accessibility, as well as tactile and audible
pedestrian information

7

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Pedestrian Safety for the Older Adult.
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Just as pedestrians need a clear and direct path through the parking lot to the buildings, bikes
should also be safely directed through the parking lot. Bike parking should be provided in a visible and
convenient location. Many cyclists are reluctant to lock their bikes in an area that is out of the way and
unfrequented because of the greater likelihood of theft. This leads to situations where bikes are locked to
anything available such as signposts or railings. These bikes can cause hazards for pedestrians and
obstacles to accessibility. Providing bike parking facilities in convenient and well-lit locations will
minimize these problems. The site plan review process will allow the City of Dalton to ensure that these
design measures are followed. The City should require that developers include these specific pedestrian
and bike accommodations early in the site planning, to prevent retro-fitting mistakes and quick fixes later
on.
Travel Downtown
The design of the downtown pedestrian environment has a direct effect on the degree to which
people enjoy the walking experience. If designated appropriately, the walking environment serves not
only the people walking currently but also entices those who currently don’t go downtown. When
considering the appropriate design of a certain location, transportation planners and engineers should
consider not only the existing pedestrian use, but how the design will influence and increase walking in
the future. Additionally, the City must consider the various levels of walking abilities and local, state, and
federal accessibility requirements. Although these types of requirements were specifically developed for
people with walking challenges, their use will result in pedestrian facilities that benefit all people. In the
downtown Dalton area, pedestrian accommodation needs to take special importance. Though the
following guidelines are intended for the downtown area, they also may apply in other areas of town as
well.
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Zones of the Sidewalk Corridor –
The sidewalk corridor is typically located within the public right-of-way between the curb or
roadway edge and the property line. The sidewalk corridor contains four distinct zones:
 Curb Zone
 Amenity Zone
 Pedestrian Travel Zone
 Frontage Zone
Figure 3.10: Sidewalk Zones

Source: Alta Planning & Design

Curb Zone

Amenity Zone

Pedestrian Travel
Zone

Frontage Zone

Curb Zone –
The curb zone defines the pedestrian area, providing a buffer between the sidewalk and street.
This zone usually consists of the width of the curb and may contain space for unloading passengers or
freight.
 Curb zone width should be 18” from where pedestrian or freight loading is expected and may
conflict with obstacles, such as planters, in the amenity zone.
 Curb zone width along with all other streets should be a minimum of 6”.
Curbs prevent water in the street gutters from entering the pedestrian space, discourage vehicles from
driving onto the sidewalk, and make it easier to sweep the streets. In addition, the curbs define the
pedestrian environment within the streetscape, although other designs can be effective for this purpose. At
the corner, the curb is an important tactile element for pedestrians that are visually impaired and have to
find their way with a cane. The presence of on-street parking has a favorable impact on the quality of the
pedestrian environment. On-street parking increases the lateral separation between pedestrians and
moving traffic as well as presenting a substantial buffer between the sidewalk and the street. On-street
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parking also has a calming effect on traffic because of the visual illusion that the lanes are narrower, or
being more cautious looking for opening doors and cars pulling out. Where the buffer zone is limited, onstreet parking can compensate for lowered comfort levels. If on-street parking is only allowed on one side
of a street, the parking should be located on the side with the least buffer, all other factors being equal.
Amenity Zone –
The amenity zone lies between the curb zone and the pedestrian travel zone. All fixtures and
street furniture should be contained within this zone, in order to keep the pedestrian travel area free from
obstacles. This is also the zone in which people exit/enter cars that pull up along the curb zone. Separating
pedestrians from the motor vehicle lanes greatly increases their comfort as the use the sidewalk corridor.
This buffer function of the amenity zone is especially important on streets where traffic is heavy, yet
along many of Dalton’s streets the sidewalk corridor is narrow. Where possible, additional width should
be given to this zone on streets in the downtown area and along roads with a travel speeds over 35 mph.
The amenity zone is also the area where elements such as signal poles, utility poles, controller boxes, fire
hydrants, signs, parking meters, driveway aprons, grates, utility hatch covers, manholes, and newspaper
stands are located. Wherever it is wide enough, the amenity zone should include street trees and be paved
with tree wells and planting pockets for trees, flowers, or shrubs. Elements of furnishing zones may
include the following:
















Trees, planters, and landscaping
Trash and recycling receptacles
Bicycle racks
Street lights
Benches
News stands
Clocks
Public art
Banners & flags
Information kiosks
Fountains
Way finding signage
Street vendors
Outdoor cafes and dining space
Bus Shelters

Pedestrian Travel Zone –
The pedestrian travel zone serves as the sidewalk are dedicated to walking and is located between
the frontage zone and the amenity zone. This zone should be entirely free of both permanent and
temporary objects.
As a general rule of thumb, the travel zone should be a minimum of 60” or 5’ wide. A minimum
of this size is an ADA guideline and it is highly recommended that in a downtown area the travel area is
wider, at least 6’ wide, but more suitably 8’ – 10’ recommended. The volumes of pedestrian travel should
be evaluated prior to granting sidewalk occupancy permits to make sure that there is adequate sidewalk
width to accommodate typical pedestrian volumes. An acceptable width would result in a pedestrian
having only to make minor adjustments in speed and direction to avoid conflict with other pedestrians and
obstacles. The pedestrian travel zone should always be kept in a straight line for the entire length of a
block. Zigzagging alignments to accommodate café tables alternately located against buildings and in the
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amenity zone reduces the capacity of sidewalks and makes them difficult to traverse for persons with
sight and mobility impairments. It is also important that there is a minimum vertical clearance of at least
80” for head-room so someone does not accidentally have an issue with a low hanging tree limb, sign, or
awning. All grates must also be flush with the level of the sidewalk surface, and shall be located outside
the pedestrian travel zone. Ventilation grates and tree well grates shall have openings no greater that 13
mm (1/2”) in width.
Frontage Zone –
The frontage zone is the area between the
pedestrian travel zone and the property line. This
zone allows the pedestrian a comfortable shy
distance from the façade or wall of a building, or
other elements such as fences and hedges on
private property. Where no amenity zone exists,
elements that would normally be incorporated into
that zone may then be transferred to the frontage
zone. For residential and mixed-use buildings
built to the right-of-way line, these elements
should be sited in frontage zone, as they could
block access to an existing or future building.
Temporary uses such as sidewalk cafes may
occupy the frontage zone, so as long as the
pedestrian
travel
zone
is
maintained.
Encroachments into the right-of-way should not be tolerated, fire hydrants located on buildings and
standpipes should not encroach more than 1’ from the building, but not more than 4” if the item is
projected from the building between 2’3” – 6’8” above the surface of the sidewalk, per ADA policy.
When parking lots are adjacent to buildings in downtown area and there is no buffer between the sidewalk
and the parking space, parking blocks should be properly aligned to prevent the car from encroaching into
the pedestrian space.
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Bicycle Parking Facilities
Cyclists are often discouraged from using their bicycles as transportation because they have no
place to park their bicycles at their destination. Bicycle parking can be addressed by the provision of bike
racks or bike lockers. Bike racks come in a range of shapes, sizes, and materials. The intention of bike
racks is to provide a short-term parking solution only, and is suitable for the occasional user. However,
they do not provide a high degree of protection from theft, vandalism, and the weather elements for long
term parking requirements, such as a biking commuter may require. Bike lockers can serve this type of
parking requirement. Bike lockers are containers designed to store bicycles without dismantling. A rider
can also store riding gear in the locker. The bicycle is completely enclosed and secure from impact. (See
illustration.)
Figure 3.11: Bicycle Parking Facilities

Source: North Georgia Regional Bicycle & Pedestrian Plan
Illustration of several types of bike rack and locker designs. The older style rack
illustrated at the lower right corner does not permit a bike frame to be secured
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IV. Community Agenda
A. Accommodating Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel
In 1999, the USDOT issued a policy statement on integrating bicycling and walking into
transportation infrastructure. This document describes the federal government’s interpretation to best
accommodate bicycle and pedestrian facilities requirements initiated by the Transportation Equity Act for
the 21st Century (TEA-21) [1998], Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) [1991], and
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act; A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU)
[2005] for the periods covered between 1991 and 2009. They serve as the best national policy models for
accommodating bicycle and pedestrian travel.
The following draft policy was taken from the US Department of Transportation’s policy
statement.8 By adopting this policy, the City of Dalton would unambiguously endorse and define its
support for non-motorized transportation.
1) Bicycle and pedestrian ways shall be established in all new construction and reconstruction projects on
both sides of a street in all urbanized areas unless one or more of two conditions are met:
a) Bicyclists and pedestrians are prohibited by law from using the roadway. In this instance, a greater
effort may be necessary to accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians elsewhere within the right of
way or within the same transportation corridor.
b) The cost of establishing bikeways or walkways would be excessively disproportionate to the need
or probable use. Excessively disproportionate is defined as exceeding twenty five percent of the
cost of the larger transportation project.
2) Where uncurbed road section s are used, paved shoulders should be included in all new construction
and reconstruction projects on roadways used by more than 1,000 vehicles per day. Paved shoulders
have safety and operational advantages for all road uses in addition to providing a place for a bicycle
and pedestrians to ride or walk. All rumble strips that must be installed should be installed directly on
top of the reflective white edge line of the roadway, allowing as little rumble strip encroachment into
the wide shoulder as possible.
a) Rumble strips have been discouraged by cyclist advocates due to the harsh operational conditions
riders must endure to ride along them, however, due to the fact that run-off crashes by motor
vehicles show improvement with rumble strips installed it is highly unlikely that they will be
eliminated any time soon. Bicycle friendly rumble strips are encouraged to be standardized in
state, due to the minimum clear path of four feet for bicycle operation and a break in the
continuity of the rumble strip to allow ease of getting on and off the wide shoulder.
3) Sidewalks, shared-use paths, street crossings (including over and under passes), pedestrian signals,
signs, street furniture, transit stops, and facilities, and all connecting pathways shall be designed,
constructed, operated, and maintained so that all pedestrians, including people with disabilities, can
travel safely and independently.

8

US Department of Transportation, Design Guidance Accommodating Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel: A
Recommended Approach, retrieved 15 June 2010 from
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/design.htm#top
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4) The design and development of the transportation infrastructure shall improve conditions for bicycling
and walking through the following additional steps.
a) Transportation facilities are long-term investments that remain in place for many years. The
design and construction of new facilities that meet the criteria in Item One above should
anticipate likely future demand for bicycling and walking facilities and not exclude the provision
of future improvements. For example, a bridge that is going to be built and used for an expected
50 years should be constructed with enough width for safe bicycling and pedestrian use in
anticipation that facilities will be either end of the bridge even if that is not currently the case.
b) Addressing the need for bicyclists and pedestrians to cross corridors as well as travel along them.
Bicyclists and pedestrians may not commonly travel along a particular corridor that is being
improved or constructed, but they will likely need a place to be able to cross the corridor safely
and conveniently. Therefore, the design of intersections and interchanges shall accommodate
bicyclists and pedestrians in a manner that is safe, accessible, and convenient.
c) Getting exceptions approved at an administrative level. Exceptions for the non-inclusion of
bikeways and walkways shall be approved by an administrator and be documented with
supporting data that indicates the basis for the decision.
d) Designing facilities to the best currently available standards and guidelines. The design of
bicyclist and pedestrian facilities should follow design guidelines and standards that are
commonly used, such as the AASHTO Guide for the Design and Development of Bicycle
Facilities, AASHTO Guide for Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities, and
AASHTO a Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets.
5) The design of residential, commercial, and mixed-use developments should be in accordance with the
best and most current guidelines. Sites should be developed to provide direct pedestrian links between
adjacent developments as well as provide for future connections.
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B. ADA Compliance
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) requires local governments to
make their activities, programs, and services accessible to persons with disabilities. In the area of the nonmotorized transportation, the City of Dalton is required to use accessible design standards for newly
constructed and reconstructed sidewalks and shared-use paths; while to the maximum extent feasible,
make altered facilities readily accessible. In addition, the City is required to bring non-compliant curb
ramps into compliance throughout the City as part of a transition plan. Dalton Public Works has been
active at retrofitting curb ramps throughout the City, especially during the summer of 2010 due to the
Safe Routes to School initiative that Dalton Public Schools enacted at the end of the 2009-10 school
years. At the start of the fall semester 2010, students that reside within a one-half mile radius of their
school will not be provided bus transportation to and from school anymore. These students need
sidewalks and safe crosswalks to be able to walk or ride their bikes to school and the City has been
working with the school heavily to get these areas into compliance.
Policy Recommendations for ADA Compliance:
Within One Year:


Re-evaluate the current levels of system-wide access as it relates to pedestrian transportation and
other disability access; and implement a policy for a more networked, well-designed sidewalk
system throughout the City, not just the downtown area.



Develop an official policy for the City to provide wide outside lanes/shoulders, and/or designated
bicycle lanes on all major urban collector and arterial roads

Within Three Years:


Concurrent with the document, the North Georgia Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, and
future studies evaluation of the routes, reviewing any route changes to determine if bicycle and
pedestrian transportation facilities provide adequate access between future public transit stops and
destinations such as work and home.



Begin to implement the sidewalk and bike facility suggestions in this document to begin a citywide pledge to make Dalton a bicycle and pedestrian friendly community.
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C. Planning and Design Policies
The Planning and Design Guidelines discusses issues and provides specific design guidelines for
a variety of situations. Specific policies are needed to work hand in hand with those guidelines to achieve
the desired result. The following policies are recommended to be adopted by the City of Dalton and are
grouping in the same manner as the Design Guidelines section for ease of reference. They are also
grouped by implementation deadlines. The grouping does not necessarily reflect the policies importance
as the groupings recognize that some policies require sufficient time to deliberate, refine, and implement.
Policy Recommendations for Travel along Road Corridors
Within One Year:


Utilize the Planning and Design Guidelines in this document, develop a more focused bike and
pedestrian plan for the City, and implement in conjunction with all other applicable guidelines
and standards (AASHTO, MUTCD, GDOT, and ADA) for all new construction and rehabilitation
projects.



Adopt a policy that states if a road-widening project requires the acquisition of additional Right
of Way (ROW) to accommodate the recommended non-motorized zone (comprised of a bike
lane, a buffer zone, and a sidewalk) or the recommended non-motorized accommodations at
intersections, this cost should be included with the roadway budget and not utilize monies set
aside for bike/ped facilities. Further, the policy should state that any disproportionate cost of
acquiring ROW necessary to accommodate the road or intersection widening, including the nonmotorized zone, should not be used as a rationale to eliminate the non-motorized zone (bike/ped
facilities).



Adopt a policy that states that in evaluating roadway conversions, a certain reduction in Vehicular
Level of Service should be deemed acceptable to accommodate safe bicycle and pedestrian
facilities. The policy should state that a multi-modal approach to roadway engineering is to be
employed where the safe movement of all modes is given priority over the capacity of a single
mode.



Adopt a City-wide Bicycle and Pedestrian Level of Service (LOS) guidelines to address the need
to accommodate all modes of travel within the limited ROW.



Establish a forum to coordinate the implementation and funding of bike/ped projects across
jurisdictional boundaries.



Begin a dialog with GDOT representatives regarding near-term and long-term bike/ped
improvements to freeway overpasses and interchanges under GDOT jurisdiction.
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Within Three Years:


Establish a system for assessing and completing sidewalk gaps and repair sidewalks in disrepair



Provide a system for residents to initiate public sidewalk construction inquiries in neighborhoods.
This would address completing entire segments or networks.



Establish a system to provide the necessary maintenance to keep bike lanes free of debris.



Have a financial mechanism in place to implement the necessary maintenance to keep bike lanes
free of debris.



Finalize the review of all “bike route” signs and implement installation when necessary.



Finalize the agreements with GDOT regarding near-term and long-term bike/ped improvements
to freeway overpasses and interchanges under GDOT jurisdiction.

Within Five Years:


Establish a system to prioritize planting of street trees alongside busy roadways where no trees
currently exist.



Coordinate with GDOT to implement near-term and long-term bike/ped improvements to freeway
overpasses and interchanges under GDOT’s jurisdiction.

Policy Recommendations for Travel across Roadway Corridors
Within One Year:


Adopt and utilize the Planning and Design Guidelines in this and future reports for all new
construction and rehabilitation projects.



Adopt a policy to give pedestrians the right-of-way at mid-block crosswalks.



Continue to evaluate best practices for bike/ped facilities with a special emphasis on
technological advancements for higher volume pedestrian facilities.



Routinely evaluate the design of intersections as a part of street resurfacing programs to see if
bike/ped conditions can be improved.



Develop maintenance procedures for structures with-in roadways such as medians and crossing
refuge islands.



Implement countdown signals where appropriate.
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Within Three Years:


Develop policies on where to implement countdown signals citywide.



Where pedestrian activated signals are used the activation should call for a pedestrian walk phase
at the earliest possible point.



Evaluate major intersections based on AASHTO guidelines and the guidelines in this document
and establish an action plan for improving the conditions for cyclists and pedestrians at the
intersections. This would include the need to evaluate intersections with non-standard geometry,
to make sure that motor vehicles clearances do not conflict with pedestrian walk phases and that
cyclists are provided adequate time to clear the intersection.



Provide for the passive detection of bicycles at all actuated signals by adjusting the sensitivity of
in-pavement detection coils, the use of Bicycle Detector Pavement Markings, and the upgrading
of equipment.



If in the near-future a fixed route mass transit system does get implemented into Dalton, assess
the potential impact of mid-block pedestrian crossings in regards to transit riders crossing midblock due to location of transit stops.



Place at each pedestrian activated signal a sticker requesting pedestrians to report malfunctioning
signals to Dalton Public Works.



Replace or repair, as necessary, non-working or defective pedestrian activated signals with
priority placed on addressing audible signals first.

Within Five Years:


Where pedestrian activated signals are used, evaluate the integration a pedestrian phase (walk
signal) in the typical signal phase. If the pedestrian phase can be accommodated into the typically
experienced signal phase then it should be integrated.



Evaluate intersection sight lines and eliminate right-turn-on-red where limited visibility requires a
vehicle to block a crosswalk and in places where conflicts with pedestrians have been reported.
This is a primary concern in the downtown area especially along Hamilton Street, and any study
should initially focus on the downtown.
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Policy Recommendations for Travel on Off-Road, Multi-User Pathways
Within One Year:


Adopt and utilize the Planning and Design Guidelines in this report for all new construction and
rehabilitation projects.



Create a path maintenance plan such that the short connector paths, such as proposed in
Lakeshore Park, that provide the key bike/ped links receive the necessary maintenance including
leaf and litter removal. These pathways would include the one that are part of the proposed bike
network system and the proposed Mill Creek Greenway.



Prepare a strategic implementation plan for the Off-Road Multi-Use Path System.

Within Three Years:


Implement the beginning phase of the Off-Road Multi-User Path System in Dalton.



Install bicycle and pedestrian guide signs to important and popular locations along these
pathways.

Within Five Years:


Continue to expand and create new pathway/greenway locations that fluidly connect the
pedestrian sidewalk network and parks, school, and tourist locations throughout the City.

Policy Recommendations for Travel within Mixed-Use Developments
Within One Year:


Create a site design checklist and prove the checklist to developers and utilize the check list in
site plan review processes.



Require that site plans include specific accommodation for connecting to existing pedestrian and
bicycle facilities, future bus stops, neighborhoods, and surrounding areas.

Within Three Years:


Update and City development guidelines, standards, and city code to provide an approach that
encourages the non-motorized principles described in this, the comprehensive plan, and other
documents.
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Policy Recommendations for Travel within Residential Neighborhoods
Within One Year:


Revise the street standards for sidewalks and buffer zones such that they meet the guidelines of
this document and recommendations of the organizations such as AASHTO, the American
Planning Association, ADA, etc.



Require that new developments provide for pedestrian and bicycle networks that ensure direct
and convenient access to surrounding areas by conforming to the new standards. Make sure the
developers don’t take cheap shortcuts in their developments.

Within Three Years:


Modify existing development standards to encourage non-motorized activity with small blocks
and a grid street system.



Do a comprehensive review of best case scenarios and designs for walkable and bikeable
communities.



Include criteria in the site plan review process that evaluates whether bike/ped activity is
encouraged through site design and review, and modify plans as necessary.

Policy Recommendations for Downtown Pedestrian Use Planning
Within One Year:


For City, DDA, MPO sponsored projects, utilize the guidelines put forth in this and similar
documents.

Policy Recommendations for Downtown Bicycle Parking
Within One Year:


Evaluate the need for long-term and short-term bicycle parking and the lack of bicycle parking
facilities in Dalton.

Within Three Years:


Address deficiencies in downtown bicycle parking.
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D. School Transportation
The Center for Disease Control states that 13% of children in the United States are overweight,
and the number of overweight teens has tripled since 1980. Many children in the US do not get the
minimal one hour of recommended exercise by the US Surgeon General. Decreased participation in
athletics and other physical activities combined with fewer students walking and biking to school may be
contributed to the rise in childhood obesity.
Approximately 50% of all school children in the US are driven to school in private cars and only
13% walked or biked to school in 2005, down from 46% in 1975. The number of children walking or
biking to school has dropped more than thirty percent in thirty years. For many children today walking
and biking to school is simply not an option because schools have consolidated, grown much larger and
moved outside or the neighborhood or even the town. Often constructed on the lowest priced land along a
busy highway which has a speed limit of 55+ MPH with no curbs, buffers, or sidewalks present, modern
day school have become dangerous places to travel to. Yet even in places like Dalton where most of the
school are still found within neighborhoods, children that live within a half-mile radius of the schools still
have been traditionally bused. It wasn’t until a recent budget crisis that busing within that distance has
been eliminated. Often times, the schools and their surrounds lace safe road crossings and no sidewalks,
preventing children from having safe access to school on foot. Parents and caregivers cite perceived
traffic danger as the second most common barrier to children walking and biking to school, preventing as
many as 20 million children from walking or biking to school nationwide.9 The amount of parents and
caregivers driving their children to school in private cars not only represents a missed opportunity for
exercise, but also increases the traffic congestion and puts a huge strain on the existing road system
during peak travel hours. It has been estimated that 20-25% of motor vehicle traffic during the morning
commute consists of students being driven to school and 50% of children hit near schools were actually
hit by the parents of other students at that school.10
In an effort to reverse these alarming trends, the CDC has announced a national health objective
to increase the proportion of walking and biking trips to school for children living a mile or less from
31% to 50% by 2015. Communities, school groups, and local officials all over the country are responding
to this challenge by mobilizing children to walk to school, addressing local traffic safety concerns,
mapping safe routes to school, and by measuring and taking account of the neighborhoods’ walkability.
Promotional Activities
National and State agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), U.S. Department of
Transportation (USDOT), the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Georgia State Office of the
Governor “Student Health and Fitness Education Act” (HB 229, 04/2009), Health and Sports, and
organizations such as the Bicycle Information Center, Partnership for a Walkable America, the Georgia
Department of Transportation (GDOT). These and many more agencies and organizations have created
information networks, promotional activities, and national and international Walk-to-School events to
focus attention on this important issue. Many programs exist that willing communities can tap into for
support and guidance.

9

Center for Disease Control; MMWR Weekly Report; August 16, 2002; 51(32); 701-704
Center for Disease Control; 1995

10
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Safe Routes to School
Safe Routes to School is a national program funded by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration devoted to identifying the best routes for children to walk to school, based on safe
facilities and street crossings. In some areas this has led to on-going efforts to create better routes by
building and repairing of sidewalks, hiring crossing guards, and improving crosswalks.
For example communities in California have implemented the Safe Routes to School Program
with funding from the California state government and the help of parent volunteers doubled the amount
of children using the designated safe walking and biking routes to school in the first two years of the
program. Typically the program provides education, engineering and technical assistance to increase
safety. AASHTO’s Guide for Planning, Design, and Operation of Pedestrian Facilities lists the following
procedures for developing safe routes to school:


Form and support a safety advisory committee.



Prepare base maps of the area around the school.



Inventory existing walking conditions and traffic characteristics – checklists are available from
the website http://www.walktoschool.org as well as in the appendix of this report for use in
auditing a community’s walkability.



Design the walk routes.



Identify improvement areas.



Get approval of route maps from all necessary parties.



Implement improvements.



Distribute maps and educate students and parents.



Evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

Georgia has started a Safe Routes to School program in 2005-06 in response to the Safe Accountable
Flexible Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) in 2005. The
legislation awarded the State of Georgia more than $16 million in funds to be dispersed in a graduated
format over the fiscal years of 2005-2009. In fall 2009 (FY10) the State of Georgia awarded a contract to
URS Corporation, a private consultation firm, to design and operate the Georgia Safe Routes to School
Resource Center. This resource center was contracted using a portion of the award monies from the
SAFETEA-LU legislation. The Georgia Safe Routes to School Resource Center provides information,
hand books, training, project improvements, technical assistance, and walk to school day resources; this
can be found on its website http://www.saferoutesga.org. Information for the Resource Center and its
regional project manager and representative can be found in the appendix at the end of this report.
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Identification of Problems
Getting the City involved in examining its neighborhoods and measuring the friendliness of the
streets for walkers is an important first step in gathering data to prioritize improvements. A walkability
checklist is available at http://www.walktoschool.org and also in the appendix of this document, which
helps walkers identify specific problems in their neighborhood or on their child’s route to a nearby
school. The form allows walkers to rate the existing facilities, how sate and pleasant their walk was, and
how drivers behaved. The checklist also provides offers a variety of solutions for improving their
community’s “walkability score” through individual and community action. One great way to teach
children about pedestrian safety is to involve them in the assessment process and let them identify
potential problems.
A bikeability checklist is also provided at the same website and again in the appendix of this
document with nearly the exact format as the walkability checklist, except that it is taken from the view of
a bicyclist. Beyond the route to school, pedestrian and bicycle circulation, and safety within the school
grounds should be formally evaluated at all schools and an action plan developed to address any
deficiencies. For pedestrian routes, issues such as security, accessibility, directness of routes and conflicts
with motorized vehicles should be addressed. For bicycle routes, again security, safety, accessibility,
directness of route, volume of motorized traffic, speed of the roadway, and presence of facilities such as
bike lanes should be addressed. Bicycle parking areas should be conveniently located near doorways in
high visibility areas. Covered areas that are secured while school is in session should be used to protect
the students’ bikes.
Transportation Policies
The process of adjusting school zones within a school district should include transportation
patterns, neighborhood circulation, and major arterials. Defining school zones based in part on
considerations of the safest routes to school will help encourage more children to use walking and biking
as a form of transportation and minimize the need for children to cross major arterials to get to school.
Dalton’s transportation policy should include a system of accountability for responding to and remedying
safety concerns along children’s routes to school. The City should work with the Dalton Public School
District to evaluate how best to spend transportation dollars, looking at bussing, facility improvements,
and the addition of adult supervisors for children walking to school.
Ensuring safety in the school zone must be a combined effort of traffic engineers, local officials,
law enforcement, school officials, parents, and children. In addition to promotional and educational
programs, a variety of roadway improvements can be used to increase safety in school zones and for
children on their routes to school. Some important safety design guidelines for school zones include:


Reduced speed zones.



Marked crosswalks.



Signalized crossings at intersections with pedestrian activation.



Pedestrian crossing islands and bulb-outs where needed.



Special crosswalk striping, painted according to state standards, and “School Crossing” signage
where appropriate.
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Police enforcement of yielding and speeding in school zones, and the utilization of adult crossing
guards at difficult intersections can also increase safety in school zones. Individual school policies as well
as district wide policies should be evaluated to make sure that they promote bicycling and walking. In
conclusion, increasing the number of children who are able to safely walk and bike to school is a national
goal that will address childhood obesity, enhance neighborhood walkability, and help alleviate traffic
congestion problems.
Policy Recommendation for School Transportation
Within One Year:


The City should increase enforcement of speeding in school zones and yielding to pedestrians in
the crosswalks within school safety zones.



The City should ensure that within school safety zones, all safety design guidelines are in place
and current with national safety guidelines.



The Dalton Public Schools should develop maintenance standards as well as fix defects and gaps
in the sidewalk system adjoining school sites.



Encourage the Dalton Public Schools to consider the safest routes to school for children when
adjusting school boundaries.

Within Three Years:


The City and School District should continue to enhance a system of accountability for
responding to and correcting safety concerns along routes to school and other problems identified
through these programs.



The City should continue to promote and initiate with the school system and parents Walk-toSchool Day events, “walking school bus” programs, “Safe Routes to School” programs and
walkability audits in conjunction with the Georgia Safe Routes to School Resource Center and the
Northwest Georgia Regional Commission.



The Dalton Public Schools should perform formal evaluations of how pedestrians and bicyclists
are accommodated to all school grounds and prepare action plans to address deficiencies.



The Dalton Public Schools should encourage walking and bicycling to school as a part of the
physical education and well being of the students.



The City should work with the school system to eliminate the need for all “Safety Busing” by
remedying the hazard that warranted the safety busing.

Within Five Years:


Encourage residential infill projects within walking distance of schools.
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V. Maintenance of Non-Motorized Facilities
The success of the City’s bike/ped transportation system ultimately depends on thorough and
timely maintenance of all of its facilities. Typical problems that can occur on pedestrian and bike facilities
include cracked pavement, standing water, obstructions in the pedestrian travel zone such as sidewalk
furniture, utility poles, mailboxes, signage, overgrown vegetation, construction signs, and road debris.
Without proper maintenance and removal of these problems, people are not encouraged or able to use
non-motorized forms of transportation.
General Maintenance of Sidewalks
Regular and consistent maintenance of sidewalks, particularly along arterials and collectors, is
important for non-motorized modes of travel. Conditions such as cracks, unlevel pavement heaving from
tree roots and surface spalling (chipping) create trip hazards for pedestrians. Inadequate maintenance of
sidewalks is not only dangerous, but can complicate and travel by pedestrians who are elderly or have
mobility impairments.
In the summer of 2010, the City initiated a citywide inspection program to support the Dalton
Public Schools new non-busing within a half-mile radius of schools policy. This policy alone has spurred
a new appreciation of sidewalks and pedestrian infrastructure within the City and many citizens are
noticing the difference sidewalks make in the quality of the neighborhood environment. Due to this new
budgetary related transportation policy within the school system, the City of Dalton has invested nearly
$200,000 in pedestrian infrastructure construction scheduled for construction in the summer of 2010.
In addition to the sidewalk conditions inspection program, a proactive approach to sidewalk
maintenance is necessary to support non-motorized travel. This approach should include an annual path
maintenance program for shared use paths and trails in City parks; and systematic tree and brush
trimming along sidewalks and shared use paths adjacent to major streets and in City parks. In addition,
research should be done to determine how to minimize the impacts of street tree root damage to
sidewalks.
Crosswalks
While motorists can tolerate bumpy roads, uneven pavement surfaces at intersection crosswalks
can create a hazardous condition for pedestrians. The City’s street resurfacing program uses a
combination of pavement condition rating and windshield surveys to identify street segments to be
resurfaced. Additional criteria should be considered to identify those pedestrian crossings that are in need
of resurfacing. In addition of smooth pavement surface, crosswalks need markings that provide good
contrast for motorists and a non-slip surface for pedestrians.
Leaf Storage and Waste Containers
The City’s leaf removal program requires property owners to move their leaves to the street prior
to the schedule pick-up. These leaf piles can be slippery for bicyclists and effectively block the portion of
the street available for bikes and they may cover other potentially more dangerous debris. A combination
of a public awareness campaign and increased enforcement of early leaf removal will minimize the
problem. Additional program guidelines should be considered to determine if City crews could costeffectively remove leaves stored in buffer zone out-lawns along arterials.
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The conversion of the City trash system to automated collection curb containers presents an
additional challenge to bicyclists. A public awareness campaign should stress that containers should be
stored alongside the street, not in the street. Additionally, when bicycle lanes are installed on a street, the
City should send a mailing to adjacent property owners explaining what the bicycle lane is and
reinforcing that items such as leaves, compost bags, and trash containers should not be placed in the
street.
Bicycle Lane Striping and Sweeping
Motor vehicles tend to sweep debris into bicycle lanes filling them with debris quicker that the
motor vehicle lanes. If debris is left in place it becomes a hazard for cyclists and some cyclists will no
longer ride in the bicycle lanes. To avoid this problem, bicycle lanes should receive more frequent
sweeping. This has the added benefit of reducing the amount of sediment washed into the storm sewer
and some communities have increased the frequency of street cleaning solely for that purpose.
Maintaining visibility and reflectivity of bicycle lane pavement markings and symbols are
important nighttime cycling safety, especially when raining or foggy. The City’s paving marking
maintenance schedule should be revisited to include these markings, which may require more frequent
restriping than regular lane markings to retain their high contrast and visibility especially when worn
away by turning vehicles and large trucks. Materials used for bicycle markings should be non-slip. It is
important to reiterate that any loss of bicycle lane width means that a cyclist is just going to ride into the
motor vehicle lane.
The City should also undertake a public awareness campaign on the value of keeping bicycle
lanes and curbs in general free from debris to promote bicycle safety and water quality. Citizens should be
encouraged to sweep bicycle lanes and curb areas to supplement scheduled maintenance.
Problem Identification and Prioritization
Encouraging the community to identify non-motorized facility problems and maintenance issues
can save City staff both time and resources. Public participation also allows citizens to feel that the City is
responding to their needs and concerns. For example the City of Portland, Oregon uses a telephone
hotline, web pages, and postcard/comment cards to aid in reporting maintenance issues. Problems may
include malfunctioning pedestrian signals, gaps in the sidewalk system, maintenance of crosswalk or
bicycle lane markings, or debris in bicycle lanes. In addition to providing comment cards at locations such
as bicycle shops, and public buildings, the City should set up web-based forms that allow tracking of
service requests and direct the request to the appropriate person.
One area that demands particular attention is pedestrian-activated crosswalk signals that are not
functioning properly. By the time pedestrians have completed their trip, they may not remember or do not
know how to report the problem. Posting a phone number on the post next to the pedestrian signal button,
along with the fixture number could allow those with cell phone to call in and report.
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Policy Recommendations on Maintenance of Non-Motorized Facilities
Within One Year:


The City should develop and implement a public awareness campaign to reinforce the proper
storage of leaf debris and curb waste containers in bicycle facilities.



Consider program changes to allow property owners along arterials, especially those containing
bicycle lanes, to have leaf debris collected from the out lawn buffer zone or driveways.



The City should mail informational brochures to residents along existing and any newly installed
bicycle lanes about the purpose of the lanes and reinforcing that items such as leaves, compost
bags, and trash containers should not be placed in the bike lane or in the road.



The City should develop a multi-year maintenance schedule for refreshing pavement markings on
crosswalks and bicycle lanes to maintain a high visibility.



Initiate a program that provides maintenance contact information, either on stickers or signs, to be
placed on pedestrian signals.



Work with Dalton Public Schools to identify sidewalk maintenance issues.



Develop educational campaign encouraging property owners to clear curbs ramps and bike lanes
when raking leaves.



Establish a dedicated phone number and website form for non-motorized maintenance requests.



Utilize existing city publications and newspaper inserts to encourage citizens to keep bicycle
lanes and gutters free of debris to improve bicycle safety and water quality.



The City should establish a program to sweep bicycle lanes more frequently that is typically done
for streets. In addition, the City should establish a schedule a crack sealing, hole filling, removing
grass growing in pavement crack and trimming overgrown vegetation.

Within Three Years:


The City should have clearly defined a consistent program to assure leaf removal from hard
surfaced sidewalks and pathways that they own and/or area under their responsibility.



The City should assess the effectiveness of the efforts of the code compliance staff to enforce the
existing leaf removal policy on privately owned hard surfaced sidewalks and pathways. If
necessary, the City should develop a program to assure leaf removal from privately owned
sidewalks and pathways along arterials and collectors.



The City should designate staff and assign responsibility for clearing crossing islands and
medians on Hamilton Street from any obstructions.



The City should develop a program that monitors the condition of sidewalks along arterials and
collectors on a yearly basis.
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Within Five Years:


Establish a maintenance hotline and website for bike/ped issues (this may be integrated with any
other maintenance hotlines) and place a sticker with this hotline number and website address at
locations around town including all pedestrian activated signals.
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VI. Dalton as it Exists Today
The major influences on bike/ped travel may be narrowed down to two factors, the physical and
social environment. The influence of the physical environment is not limited to the existence of specific
facilities such as bike lanes and sidewalks. Just as important as facilities is the underlying urban form.
The majority of bike and pedestrian trips are for short distances. Even with first-rate facilities, large
blocks of homogenous land uses and spread-out development will inhibit many non-motorized trips.
Routinely, non-motorized mobility comes second to motorized mobility. For example, rarely are
bicyclists’ and pedestrians’ needs are considered in construction projects. Also, there is a reluctance to
provide bicycle or pedestrian improvements on an arterial that may even slightly diminish the motor
vehicle capacity of the roadway. As it stands now, for a pedestrian or a cyclist, travel through the City can
often be discouraging. The physical environment strongly promotes motorized travel over bicycling and
walking. To overcome the current trends, a change in attitude and perceptions throughout the public and
private sectors will need to happen. No small task, but perhaps at no other time in history has the public
discussions been at the levels that currently exist about quality of life, health and fitness, and travel
options.

A. General Conditions
The City of Dalton has been developed in primarily two distinct patterns. The older parts of town
including the downtown, Fort Hill, Crown Mill Village, and Murray Hill neighborhoods generally have a
grid street pattern and about half of the primary roads are only two or three lanes wide. Pedestrian and
bicycle travel is generally easy with the exception of the more busy road that seem to act as a by-pass for
major arterials such as Valley Drive taking on by-passing traffic from Thornton Avenue. When traffic is
heavier on these roads, it can be inconvenient to ride, walk, or jog along the shoulder of these roads.
However, mostly, they are fairly light in average daily motor vehicle travel and are easy to get from one
place to another on.
The newer parts of town, those built after 1950, including Brookwood, Westerly Heights, and
Burleson neighborhoods have less of a grid pattern and more winding streets with many dead ends. The
newer areas also have moved away from concentrated commercial developments and moved into the
sprawling development styles such as seen along the Cleveland Highway, and the East and West ends of
Walnut Avenue, with large building footprints, massive parking lots, and automobiles zooming in and out
everywhere. Few arterial and collector alternatives exist in these areas for cyclists and pedestrians.
Bicycles and pedestrians are directed into corridors with the highest concentration of vehicular traffic.
The result is a non-motorized environment that is not favorable to walking and bicycling for everyday
travel.
One thing that Dalton has in a relatively large number is parks. The Dalton Parks and Recreation
system has always been a shining example of the community coming together to provide space for
everyone to recreate in. However, in combination with the artificial barriers of railroads, and four lane
arterials the parks tend to get fragmented into the City from a non-motorized standpoint. It is very
difficult for a cyclist or walker to get from one park to the next without having to get into a car. The City
should work to both minimize the impact of these artificial barriers and increase the land use diversity
throughout the City.
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During the data collection process, NWGRC staff
utilized GDOT’s GPS Data Collection and Standards
Manual to determine the approximate condition of the
sidewalk.11 Sidewalks were rated as “Excellent,” “Good,”
or “Poor.”
Several of the existing sidewalks in the community
are in an “Excellent” condition. An “Excellent” sidewalk
is defined as a sidewalk having outstanding accessibility,
attention to detail, intact surfaces, sensitivity to context – in
short, referring to the feeling that the walk has “gone above
and beyond” required standards; as well as the majority of
characteristics contained in a “Good” condition. Typically
the sidewalks that exist in redesigned and newly refinished
areas in Dalton are in excellent condition.
Roughly, 128,315 (31%) linear feet of sidewalks
located in Dalton were determined to fit in the “Excellent”
category. GDOT defines an “Excellent” classification as
having intact walkways having outstanding accessibility
for pedestrians, skaters, walkers with strollers, and persons
traveling by wheelchair. Most importantly, it has a quality
aesthetic appeal to everyone.
Dalton contains 234,061 (57%) linear feet of
sidewalks classified as being in “Good” condition. A
“Good” condition defined as being easily passable, for
walkers, wheelchair users, etc., containing intact surfaces
that feature no obstacles obstructing safe passage.
Examples of these sidewalks in Dalton are those that are
found in the downtown.

Sidewalk Condition Ratings
Excellent:






Outstanding accessibility
Attention to detail
Intact surfaces
Sensitivity to context
Most components of the
GOOD Category as well

Good:




Easily passable walkways
for
walkers,
cyclists,
wheelchairs, etc
Intact surfaces
No obstacles

Poor:









Presence of large cracks
Poor drainage
Existence of overgrown or
excessive vegetation
Bulging surface due to tree
root networks
Presence of disrepair
Uncomfortable
Difficult
Impassable

The remaining sidewalks in Dalton roughly 45,301 (11%)
linear feet that classify as being in “Poor” condition. A
“Poorly” categorized sidewalk contains the presence of
large cracks, poor provision for drainage, the existence of
overgrown or excessive vegetation, or bulging due to the presence of a tree’s root system, et cetera - in
short, the walk is in such disrepair that reasonable passage by pedestrian traffic is uncomfortable,
difficult, or impossible.
In total Dalton contains over 407,686 linear feet (77.2 mi.) of sidewalks that are in various
conditions, it is important for the City to constantly maintain, replace, and upgrade its existing sidewalks.
The following maps are in nine different sections of the entire Dalton City Limits, with existing sidewalks
and conditions as well as areas the regional commission feels that future sidewalk development should
take place; as guided in the North Georgia Regional Bike and Pedestrian Plan (2005).

11

Georgia Department of Transportation; 2002; GPS Data Collection Guidelines and Standards: A Manual for
Georgia Service Delivery Regions and Regional Development Centers.
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Map 6.1: Dalton Sidewalks Index
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Map 6.2: Section 1 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.3: Section 2 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.4: Section 3 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.5: Section 4 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.6: Section 5 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.7: Section 6 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.8: Section 7 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.9: Section 8 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.10: Section 9 Sidewalks – Existing & Proposed
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Map 6.11: Emery Street Bike Lane
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Map 6.12: Cascade Drive Bike Lane
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Map 6.13: Dalton Bicycle Facilities Index
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Map 6.14: Section 1 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.15: Section 2 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.16: Section 3 Proposed Bicycle Routes
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Map 6.17: Section 4 Proposed Bicycle Routes
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Map 6.18: Section 5 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.19: Section 6 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.20: Section 7 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.21: Section 8 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.22: Section 9 Proposed Bicycle Facilities
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Map 6.23: Dalton Land Use Overview
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Map 6.24: National Functional Road Classification
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B. The Pedestrian Environment
The City of Dalton has many sidewalks in downtown and along most major roadways in the built
up areas but there remains significant gaps along major roadways in the more suburban parts of town.
Also, it is very important to note that the great majority of residential neighborhoods do NOT have
connectivity to the other areas of town because of the lack of sidewalks; you can observe this on the
sectional maps beginning on page 53. The quality of pedestrian experiences on these sidewalks varies
greatly throughout the City. Some sidewalks have no buffer from the roadway at all, what is technically
named an attached sidewalk. Then again many sidewalks have a narrow grassy buffer area varying from
18 inches to 48 inches. This lack of buffer has been shown to have a significant adverse impact on the
quality of the walking experience (See Section 3.D Traveling along Roadways).
Another major issue lies with cross-roadway accommodation. There are significant stretches of
the major thoroughfares that provide no means to cross the roadway safely. There are also places where
logical crossings are not accommodated. Even where there are marked crosswalks they are often
inadequate without key safety features such as crossing islands on high speed multi-lane roadways such
as Walnut Avenue.

C. The Bicycling Environment
The approach to handling bicycles in the City is inconsistent and incomplete. In older areas of
town there are a couple of isolated bike lanes. In the rest of town, bicycles are expected to ride on the
sidewalks if sidewalks are present, even though that is against Georgia State law. Even together the onroad and off-road facilities are no logical or convenient. In, short there is no cohesive system in the City
of Dalton. Please refer to the sectional maps beginning on page 53 for further reference to the current and
recommended bicycle facilities network.

D. Near-Term Opportunities
The Near-Term Opportunities recommendations that were outlined in this document were
designed to be cost-effective and easily implemented by minor changes such as re-striping the existing
road surface and the additions of crossing islands along major thoroughfares where people currently cross
a road that is five lanes or greater in width with no current refuge to cut the exposed distance a pedestrian
has to cross from 5+ lanes of traffic to 2 lanes of traffic. These simple solutions will enhance the bicycle
and pedestrian conditions quickly and easily until the road is expanded or major reconstruction takes
place.
In many cases that Near-Term Opportunities are the same as the Long-Term Plan. Sometimes it is
a matter of degree as the Near-Term Opportunity may be a five foot wide bicycle lane restriping addition
to a roadway and the Long-Term Plan may be a six foot wide bicycle lane, with bike boxes at
intersections. Other times restrictions due to available ROW may dictate that the road will, in all
likelihood, never be widened and the Near-Term Opportunities solution is that best that may ever be
achieved. These are issues that must be addressed at the time of road construction. The previous maps on
pages 53 – 74 illustrate the current and proposed locations of facilities for both bicyclist and pedestrian in
the City.
On some of the illustrations, improvements are proposed for areas outside of the limits of the City
of Dalton. These should not be construed as detailed recommendations as they have not received level of
evaluation as those facilities within the City. Rather they show diagrammatically how non-motorized
facilities within the City interact with non-motorized facilities surrounding the City.
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E. Long-Term Plan
The Long-Term Plan illustrates the direction that the City should pursue as it builds major new
facilities or rebuilds existing facilities. These are major capital improvements that will implement over an
extended period of time as funding becomes available or integrated into other major construction projects.
For example, SPLOST projects in this last round of funding should be incorporated as bicycling and
pedestrian friendly, new construction redesign projects such as the College Drive & Walnut Avenue
Interchange roundabout project will be equipped with facilities to make the roundabout safe and efficient
to cyclists and pedestrians as well as automobiles. Future SPLOST projects should also take this into
active consideration when planning and designing new facilities.
Long Term Plan for Roadways:


Are generally implemented when a new road is built or an existing road is completely
reconstructed. Reconstruction projects typically include new curb and gutter as well as storm
water systems.



Generally require that a road be widened to accommodate the minimal lane width requirements
for all users and may require additional Right of Way.



Strive to meet the minimum desired road widths for bike lanes, motor vehicle lanes, buffers, and
sidewalks to the extent that it is practical given the project’s context.

F. Mill Creek Greenway
The idea of a greenway that would generally follow the route of the main branch of the Mill
Creek through Dalton has floated around for a few years and within the last year has really been embraced
by the City of Dalton. On May 6, 2010 Mayor David Pennington officially announced the project and the
vision the City has for the Mill Creek corridor. At the time of this report, there are several different
interpretations and visions about the design and components of what the Mill Creek Greenway should
take. The route and form of the greenway are intertwined with citywide discussions regarding infill
development with the historic Crown Mill Village neighborhood and the inclusion of Mt. Rachel and new
parks and mountain bike parks connecting the greenway and downtown. Needless to say, the
recommendations in this report should not be interpreted as the final say in the greenway planning and
design process; rather they reflect one option that is rather modest in scope.
Greenways may or may not include a pathway component. Some greenways focus solely on
addressing issues such as water quality; while others have little open space and are primarily a shared-use
pathway. Numerous participants in the public meetings that were held for this report indicated that they
would like to see a path that generally follows the Mill Creek Corridor and connect the Disney Trail at
Rocky Face with the Haig Mill Reservoir Lake, Mt Rachel, Downtown Dalton, and Heritage Point Park.
The route shown on Maps 6.14 – 6.16 (pp. 66 – 68) does that, roughly drawn but ultimately alternating
sides of the creek and the CSX Railroad line based on issues related to property ownership and physical
constraints. The route shown would require obtaining easements and purchasing property from private
land owners. However, most of the land involved is in the 100 year flood plain and does not contain
sizable structures.
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The route between Chattanooga Avenue and Hamilton Street in the Crown Mill Village utilizes
an abandoned railroad spur that used to connect the Crown Cotton Mills with the Norfolk Southern
Railroad that runs east of Hamilton Street. This property is currently owned by the City of Dalton and is
being planned for the site of a future park, containing a greenway that runs along the old rail spur bed. It
would connect the greenway spur running from downtown along Chattanooga Avenue with an east – west
connection to the Hamilton Street/Glenwood Avenue shopping district and provide a direct access to the
proposed Mt. Rachel Park.

G. Off-Road Paths and Walks
The report includes other greenway locations illustrating Off-Road Paths and Walks that can
provide critical links to an expanding system of non-motorized corridors throughout Dalton. They include
paths through existing parks, proposed connections to the middle school and routes over and under the
freeway to connect to areas outside the City. Some like the Mill Creek Greenway spur that will connect
Park Creek Elementary School (located on Hale – Bowen Drive) through City-owned property over Mill
Creek and into Heritage Point Park and connect with Dalton Middle School will provide non-motorized
access to the middle school, since it is located so far outside town and away from the safe reach of daily
cyclists and walkers, will require significant infrastructure improvements Other improvements, like paths
through existing parkland, will require less infrastructure expenditure. For example, the greenway trail
proposed through Lakeshore Park will connect Conway St. and Cedar St. and allow student to safely walk
to school at Brookwood Elementary (Central Ave.) without having to walk east to Spruce St. about a half
mile away to be able to use a sidewalk.

H. The Mountains and Riverfront
The mountain ridges and Mill Creek (river) are the most significant natural resources in the City.
Add to that the historical significance of the Civil War resources and Dalton has many things to offer that
other places in America only wish they could exploit. It is only recently that the City and many citizens
have began realizing this and envisioned the tourism impact and the quality of life demands of new young
professionals, that Dalton will stop losing its young professionals and tourist dollars to cities like
Chattanooga, TN that realized these concepts 30 years ago, and changed their complete economy around.
The proposed shared-use paths along the river’s edge will complete gaps in the existing non-motorized
transportation network. In addition there are a number of paths that will tie into the on-road bike/ped
network to provide convenient access to the creek and surrounding mountains. However, the railroad
provides the biggest challenge to the Mill Creek Greenway and other locations in and around town. It is
necessary that a study be done to investigate the legality and feasibility of at-grade railroad crossings for
non-motorized paths. Crossings have been done all over North America, however, each location is unique
and the railroad was the driving factor in the development of Dalton in the first place and has a large
presence here.
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VII. Implementation
How Things Get Done –
The challenge that begins following the recommendations of this report is its implementation.
The report provides a framework for moving forward and building upon the elements that are already in
place; this section describes roles and responsibilities for getting there.
This section outlines what the City is doing and how it will move forward with improvements to
planning, system operation and maintenance, policy and project development. It addresses staffing
suggestions, committee composition, and project development practices and funding considerations for
capital construction and maintenance of non-motorized facilities in the City.

A. Staffing Considerations:
The following considerations have been evaluated from other cities nationally that have
successfully implemented superior non-motorized transportation network within their respective cities.
Examples such as Greenville (SC), Ann Arbor (MI), Minneapolis (MN), Portland (OR), Seattle (WA),
Boulder (CO), Madison (WI), and Chattanooga (TN); all which are considered to be in the top level of
cities that provide non-motorized transportation facilities for its residents and visitors.


Systems Planning leads in the infrastructure planning of the city. This unit maintains
transportation planning and capital budgeting process development for the city. Key staff
contributes to planning documents and local regulation development and are responsible for
managing the city’s non-motorized transportation capital resources, in addition to coordination of
any future transportation initiatives.



Project Management is where concepts evolve from the broad planning consideration to detailed
engineering drawings, construction contracts and ultimately project delivery. Project
Management also manages traffic operations such as traffic control orders and signals. The
inclusion of non-motorized systems elements as basic components of all future city projects will
provide many of the recommendations of any future plan.



Planning and Development develops and maintains city comprehensive master plans, and serves
to facilitate the linkage between land use and non-motorized planning. Through comprehensive
planning and development review processes, this facilitates consideration of appropriate nonmotorized facilities via the processes they administer and plans they develop. Community
Planning staff lead the development of plans and are major contributors to the non-motorized
planning process.



Parks and Recreation staff maintains a system of city parks. Staff must participate in the
experience of planning, design, construction, and maintenance is essential to contributing and
exchanging information on best practices. Additionally, the Parks group implements the Parks,
Recreation, and Open Space plans for the city. Those plans facilitate the expansion of the
recreationally oriented facilities that may also serve as a non-motorized transportation services.
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Field Operations staff monitors the condition of the non-motorized transportation system,
respond to citizen complaints about the condition of the facilities and undertake appropriate
maintenance and minor capital construction to assure the bike/ped system accommodates the
demands placed on it. Crack sealing and vegetation management would be functions carried out
by this service area.



Police and Public Safety Departments play a key role by maintaining proper enforcement of all
vehicle codes and also provide education about bicycle and pedestrian mobility safety.

B. Committees
Recognizing that several service areas and many staff would become engaged in the bike/ped
system, collaboration is critical to supporting full implementation of the plan. In addition to any potential
city staff outlined in the above examples from other great cities, there are many stakeholder groups in the
city that foster implementation. Key staff from Dalton State College (member of the University System of
Georgia), the Downtown Dalton Development Authority (DDDA), the Dalton Convention and Visitors
Bureau (CVB), the Dalton – Whitfield Chamber of Commerce (COC), the United Way, Bike Walk
Northwest Georgia (BWNWGA), Hamilton Health Systems, and many, many more should meet monthly
with city staff as a formal committee. Ideas can be exchanged and progress reported through an
interdisciplinary team of key staff members. Difficulties will be encountered, but should be collectively
reviewed, with shared knowledge and experience applied. The “committee” should be focused yet
flexible.
An environmental commission could formally serve the citizen interest. The non-motorized
subcommittee of this commission would focus on improving the alternative transportation system as a
means to reduce the impact of transportation on the delicate environment surrounding Dalton. This group
could strengthen the importance of alternative transportation methods by connecting the relationship of
moving around in the City of Dalton to environmental and quality of life issues.
A formal Bicycle and Pedestrian Non-Motorized Transportation Plan committee could be formed
to help support the creation of a more detailed and tailored Bike/Ped Plan for the City as a next step in the
direction to a non-motorized transportation lifestyle in Dalton.
The Planning Commission should be actively encourage petitioners of proposed development
projects to include strong non-motorized components, bike/ped linkages, pedestrian amenities, and
otherwise be in conformance with a Non-Motorized Transportation Plan.
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C. Funding
Beyond the will to have a top-notch bicycle and pedestrian transportation system, funding is a key
tool for implementation. Currently, the City uses funds allocated to public works as a pre-determined
maintenance line item of the capital improvements budget. During the summer of 2010, Whitfield County
will be performing maintenance, and sidewalk/crosswalk additions throughout the City as a component of
the Local Option Sales Tax (LOST) Agreement between the City and Whitfield County. Many cities that
have created successful bike/ped transportation systems have passed resolutions that dedicated anywhere
from 5% - 15% of the total capital road improvements budget dedicated specifically to the creation and
maintenance of the non-motorized transportation network. This is an idea that the City of Dalton should
look to initiate to provide an annual budget for the expansion of the bike/ped network. Community
Development Block Grants (CDBG) is also allowed to be used to fund non-motorized transportation
network improvements in lower income neighborhoods.
Federal Policy
In 1991 the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and its successor federal
transportation bills have included funding for non-motorized transportation in several sections of the
transportation legislation. Surface Transportation Program (STP) funds are assigned to urban regions
where local officials meeting as a Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) direct investment of certain
federal transportation resources. Dalton qualified as an MPO in 2003 and currently sits with the Whitfield
County Offices as the Greater Dalton Metropolitan Planning Organization (GDMPO). Other programs
with a narrower focus such as Transportation Enhancement (TE) and safety funds can be used to invest in
non-motorized transportation as well. It is noted that there are needs in each of these funding categories
that outstrips the resources available, but in fact are available to fund projects described in this document.
The most recent surface transportation bill was passed in 2005, known as the Safe, Accountable, Flexible,
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETY-LU) and is anticipated to be renewed
again in the near future.
GDOT Policy
The Georgia Department of Transportation is also an important authority in non-motorized
transportation planning in the state. GDOT is responsible for state funding and maintaining state
transportation rules and programs. Important considerations including design attributes along roadways,
as well as the motor vehicle codes are maintained by GDOT. State officials are also key in the role they
play with the regional planning bodies in the state, the local being the Northwest Georgia Regional
Commission. Since the completion of the Interstate program, GDOT has become more involved in multimodal transportation and is actively engaged in promoting context sensitive transportation solutions.
Many of the policy and design elements described in this document are still considered innovative, in
design, if not application.
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VIII. Appendices
A. Georgia DOT Contact List
B. Georgia Safe Routes to School Resource Center Information
C. Walkability Checklist
D. Bikeability Checklist
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A. Georgia Department of Transportation Contact List
State Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator
Byron Rushing
One Georgia Center
600 West Peachtree Street
Fifth Floor
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Email: brushing@dot.ga.gov
Phone: (404) 631-1778
State Safe Routes to School Coordinator
Emmanuella Myrthil
One Georgia Center
600 West Peachtree Street
Fifth Floor
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Email: emyrthil@dot.ga.gov
Phone: (404) 635-8033
State Transportation Enhancement Coordinator
Carlton Fisher
One Georgia Center
600 West Peachtree Street
Fifth Floor
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Email: cfisher@dot.ga.gov
Phone: (404)
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B. Georgia Safe Routes to School Resource Center Contacts:
Georgia Safe Routes to School Resource Center Manager:
Sarah Knight
400 Northpark Town Center
1000 Abernathy Road
Suite 900
Atlanta, Georgia 30328
Email: sarah@saferoutesga.org
Phone: (678) 808-8956
Northwest Georgia School Outreach Coordinator
Alicia Hatcher
400 Northpark Town Center
1000 Abernathy Road
Suite 900
Atlanta, Georgia 30328
Email: Alicia@saferoutesga.org
Phone: (877) 436-8927
Mobile: (404) 593-9569
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C. Walkability Checklist
Provided by the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, the USDOT, and the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, other information online at:
http://drusilla.hsrc.unc.edu/cms/downloads/walkability_checklist.pdf
Checklist is located on next page.
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Walkability Checklist
How walkable is your community?
Take a walk with a child
and decide for yourselves.
Everyone benefits from walking. These benefits
include: improved fitness, cleaner air, reduced risks
of certain health problems, and a greater sense of
community. But walking needs to be safe and easy.
Take a walk with your child and use this checklist
to decide if your neighborhood is a friendly place
to walk. Take heart if you find problems, there are
ways you can make things better.

Getting started:
First, you'll need to pick a place to walk, like the
route to school, a friend's house or just somewhere
fun to go.
The second step involves the checklist. Read over
the checklist before you go, and as you walk, note
the locations of things you would like to change.
At the end of your walk, give each question a
rating. Then add up the numbers to see how you
rated your walk overall.
After you've rated your walk and identified any
problem areas, the next step is to figure out what
you can do to improve your community's score.
You'll find both immediate answers and long-term
solutions under "Improving Your Community's
Score..." on the third page.

U.S. Department
of Transportation

Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center

Take a walk and use this checklist to rate your neighborhood's walkability.

How walkable is your community?
Location of walk _________________
________________________________

Rating Scale:

1. Did you have room to walk?
Yes

Some problems:
Sidewalks or paths started and stopped
Sidewalks were broken or cracked
Sidewalks were blocked with poles, signs,
shrubbery, dumpsters, etc.
No sidewalks, paths, or shoulders
Too much traffic
Something else ___________________
Locations of problems: _____________
Rating: (circle one)
__________________________
1 2 3 4 5 6
__________________________

2. Was it easy to cross streets?
Yes

1

2

3

4

5

6

awful

many
problems

some
problems

good

very good

excellent

4. Was it easy to follow safety rules?
Could you and your child...
Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Rating: (circle one)
1 2 3 4 5 6

Cross at crosswalks or where you could
see and be seen by drivers?
Stop and look left, right and then left
again before crossing streets?
Walk on sidewalks or shoulders facing
traffic where there were no sidewalks?
Cross with the light?
Locations of problems: ________
__________________________
__________________________

5. Was your walk pleasant?

Some problems:
Road was too wide
Traffic signals made us wait too long or did
not give us enough time to cross
Needed striped crosswalks or traffic signals
Parked cars blocked our view of traffic
Trees or plants blocked our view of traffic
Needed curb ramps or ramps needed repair
Something else ___________________
Locations of problems: _____________
Rating: (circle one)
__________________________
1 2 3 4 5 6
__________________________

Some unpleasant things:
Needed more grass, flowers, or trees
Scary dogs
Scary people
Not well lighted
Dirty, lots of litter or trash
Dirty air due to automobile exhaust
Something else ___________________
Locations of problems: _____________
Rating: (circle one)
__________________________
1 2 3 4 5 6
__________________________

3. Did drivers behave well?

How does your neighborhood stack up?
Add up your ratings and decide.

Yes

Some problems: Drivers...
Backed out of driveways without looking
Did not yield to people crossing the street
Turned into people crossing the street
Drove too fast
Sped up to make it through traffic lights or
drove through traffic lights?
Something else ___________________
Locations of problems: _____________
Rating: (circle one)
__________________________
1 2 3 4 5 6
__________________________

Yes

1. _____
2. _____
3. _____
4. _____
5. _____

Total _____

26-30 Celebrate! You have a great
21-25
16-20
11-15
5-10

neighborhood for walking.
Celebrate a little. Your
neighborhood is pretty good.
Okay, but it needs work.
It needs lots of work. You deserve
better than that.
It's a disaster for walking!

Now that you've identified the problems,
go to the next page to find out how to fix them.

Now that you know the problems,
you can find the answers.

Improving your
community's score...
1. Did you have room to walk?
Sidewalks or paths started and stopped
Sidewalks broken or cracked
Sidewalks blocked
No sidewalks, paths or shoulders
Too much traffic

What you and your child
can do immediately

What you and your community
can do with more time

• pick another route for now
• tell local traffic engineering or
public works department about
specific problems and provide a
copy of the checklist

• speak up at board meetings
• write or petition city for walkways
and gather neighborhood signatures
• make media aware of problem
• work with a local transportation
engineer to develop a plan for a safe
walking route

• pick another route for now
• share problems and checklist with
local traffic engineering or public
works department
• trim your trees or bushes that block
the street and ask your neighbors to
do the same
• leave nice notes on problem cars
asking owners not to park there

• push for crosswalks/signals/ parking
changes/curb ramps at city meetings
• report to traffic engineer where
parked cars are safety hazards
• report illegally parked cars to the
police
• request that the public works
department trim trees or plants
• make media aware of problem

• pick another route for now
• set an example: slow down and be
considerate of others
• encourage your neighbors to do
the same
• report unsafe driving to the police

• petition for more enforcement
• request protected turns
• ask city planners and traffic engineers
for traffic calming ideas
• ask schools about getting crossing
guards at key locations
• organize a neighborhood speed
watch program

• educate yourself and your child
about safe walking
• organize parents in your
neighborhood to walk children to
school

• encourage schools to teach walking
safely
• help schools start safe walking
programs
• encourage corporate support for flex
schedules so parents can walk
children to school

• point out areas to avoid to your
child; agree on safe routes
• ask neighbors to keep dogs leashed
or fenced
• report scary dogs to the animal
control department
• report scary people to the police
• report lighting needs to the police or
appropriate public works department
• take a walk wih a trash bag
• plant trees, flowers in your yard
• select alternative route with less
traffic

• request increased police enforcement
• start a crime watch program in your
neighborhood
• organize a community clean-up day
• sponsor a neighborhood beautification
or tree-planting day
• begin an adopt-a-street program
• initiate support to provide routes with
less traffic to schools in your
community (reduced traffic during am
and pm school commute times)

• start with short walks and work up
to 30 minutes of walking most days
• invite a friend or child along
• walk along shaded routes where
possible
• use sunscreen of SPF 15 or higher,
wear a hat and sunglasses
• try not to walk during the hottest
time of day

• get media to do a story about the
health benefits of walking
• call parks and recreation department
about community walks
• encourage corporate support for
employee walking programs
• plant shade trees along routes
• have a sun safety seminar for kids
• have kids learn about unhealthy ozone
days and the Air Quality Index (AQI)

2. Was it easy to cross streets?
Road too wide
Traffic signals made us wait too long or did not
give us enough time to cross
Crosswalks/traffic signals needed
View of traffic blocked by parked cars, trees,
or plants
Needed curb ramps or ramps needed repair

3. Did drivers behave well?
Backed without looking
Did not yield
Turned into walkers
Drove too fast
Sped up to make traffic lights or drove
through red lights

4. Could you follow safety rules?
Cross at crosswalks or where you could see and be seen
Stop and look left, right, left before crossing
Walk on sidewalks or shoulders facing traffic
Cross with the light

5. Was your walk pleasant?
Needs grass, flowers, trees
Scary dogs
Scary people
Not well lit
Dirty, litter
Lots of traffic

A Quick Health Check
Could not go as far or as fast as we wanted
Were tired, short of breath or had sore feet or muscles
Was the sun really hot?
Was it hot and hazy?

Need some guidance?
These resources might help...

Great Resources
WALKING INFORMATION

Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center (PBIC)
UNC Highway Safety Research Center
730 Airport Road , Suite 300
Campus Box 3430
Chapel Hill, NC
27599-3430
Phone: (919) 962-2202
www.pedbikeinfo.org
www.walkinginfo.org
National Center for
Safe Routes to School
730 Martin Luther
King, Jr. Blvd., Suite 300
Campus Box 3430
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3430
Toll-free 1-866-610-SRTS
www.saferoutesinfo.org
National Center for Bicycling and Walking
Campaign to Make America Walkable
1506 21st Street, NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: (800) 760-NBPC
www.bikefed.org

WALK TO SCHOOL DAY WEB SITES
USA event: www.walktoschool-usa.org
International: www.iwalktoschool.org

STREET DESIGN AND TRAFFIC CALMING

Federal Highway Administration
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Research Program
HSR - 20
6300 Georgetown Pike
McLean,VA 22101
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/index.htm
Institute of Transportation Engineers
www.ite.org
Surface Transportation Policy Project
www.transact.org
Transportation for Livable Communities
www.tlcnetwork.org

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Traffic Safety Programs
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
Phone: (202) 662-0600
www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/ped
SAFE KIDS Worldwide
1301 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20004
Phone: (202) 662-0600
Fax: (202) 393-2072
www.safekids.org

WALKING AND HEALTH

US Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Children's Health Protection (MC 1107A)
Washington, DC 20460
Phone: 202-564-2188
Fax: 202-564-2733
www.epa.gov/children/
www.epa.gov/airnow/
www.epa.gov/air/urbanair/ozone/what.html
www.epa.gov/sunwise/uvindex.html
www.epa.gov/otaq/transp/comchoic/ccweb.htm
President's Task Force on Environmental Health Risks and
Safety Risks to Children
www.childrenshealth.gov
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Division of Nutrition and Physical Activity
Phone: (888) 232-4674
www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/readyset
www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa/kidswalk/index.htm
Prevention Magazine
33 East Minor Street
Emmaus, PA 18098
www.itsallaboutprevention.com
Shape Up America!
6707 Democracy Boulevard
Suite 306
Bethesda, MD 20817
www.shapeup.org

ACCESSIBLE SIDEWALKS
WALKING COALITIONS
America Walks
P.O. Box 29103
Portland, Oregon 97210
Phone: (503) 222-1077
www.americawalks.org

US Access Board
1331 F Street, NW
Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20004-1111
Phone: (800) 872-2253;
(800) 993-2822 (TTY)
www.access-board.gov

D. Bikeability Checklist
Provided by the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, the USDOT, and the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, other information online at:
http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/pdf/bikeability_checklist.pdf
Checklist is located on next page.
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Bikeability Checklist
How bikeable is your community?
Riding a bike is fun!
Bicycling is a great way to get around and to get
your daily dose of physical activity. It's good for
the environment, and it can save you money. No
wonder many communities are encouraging
people to ride their bikes more often!

Can you get to where you
want to go by bike?
Some communities are more bikeable than others:
how does yours rate? Read over the questions in
this checklist and then take a ride in your
community, perhaps to the local shops, to visit a
friend, or even to work. See if you can get where
you want to go by bicycle, even if you are just
riding around the neighborhood to get some
exercise.
At the end of your ride, answer each question and,
based on your opinion, circle an overall rating for
each question.You can also note any problems you
encountered by checking the appropriate box(es).
Be sure to make a careful note of any specific
locations that need improvement.
Add up the numbers to see how you rated your
ride. Then, turn to the pages that show you how
to begin to improve those areas where you gave
your community a low score.
Before you ride, make sure your bike is in good
working order, put on a helmet, and be sure you
can manage the ride or route you've chosen.
Enjoy the ride!

U.S. Department
of Transportation
National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration

Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center

Go for a ride and use this checklist
to rate your neighborhood's bikeability.

How bikeable is
your community?
Location of bike ride (be specific):
________________________________

Rating Scale:

a) On the road, sharing the road with motor
vehicles?

Good

b) On an off-road path or trail, where motor
vehicles were not allowed?

1

2

3

4

5

5

6

awful

many
problems

some
problems

good

very good

excellent

3

4

5

6

3. How were the intersections you rode
through?
Good

Some problems:
Had to wait too long to cross intersection
Couldn't see crossing traffic
Signal didn't give me enough time to cross
the road
Signal didn't change for a bicycle
Unsure where or how to ride through
intersection
Other problems: _______________________
_____________________________________

Overall "Safe Place To Ride" Rating: (circle one)
2

4

Overall Surface Rating: (circle one)

Some problems:
Path ended abruptly
Path didn't go where I wanted to go
Path intersected with roads that were
difficult to cross
Path was crowded
Path was unsafe because of sharp turns or
dangerous downhills
Path was uncomfortable because of too
many hills
Path was poorly lighted
Other problems: _______________________
_____________________________________

1

3

Some problems, the road or path had:
Potholes
Cracked or broken pavement
Debris (e.g. broken glass, sand, gravel, etc.)
Dangerous drain grates, utility covers, or
metal plates
Uneven surface or gaps
Slippery surfaces when wet (e.g. bridge
decks, construction plates, road markings)
Bumpy or angled railroad tracks
Rumble strips
Other problems: _______________________
_____________________________________

Some problems (please note locations):
No space for bicyclists to ride
Bicycle lane or paved shoulder disappeared
Heavy and/or fast-moving traffic
Too many trucks or buses
No space for bicyclists on bridges or in
tunnels
Poorly lighted roadways
Other problems: _______________________
_____________________________________

Yes

2

2. How was the surface that you rode on?

1. Did you have a place to bicycle safely?

Yes

1

6

Overall Intersection Rating: (circle one)
1

2

3

4

5

6

Continue the checklist on the next page...
2

6. What did you do to make your ride
safer?

4. Did drivers behave well?
Yes

Some problems, drivers:
Drove too fast
Passed me too close
Did not signal
Harassed me
Cut me off
Ran red lights or stop sign
Other problems: _______________________
_____________________________________

Your behavior contributes to the bikeability of your
community. Check all that apply:
Wore a bicycle helmet
Obeyed traffic signal and signs
Rode in a straight line (didn't weave)
Signaled my turns
Rode with (not against) traffic
Used lights, if riding at night
Wore reflective and/or retroreflective
materials and bright clothing
Was courteous to other travelers
(motorist, skaters, pedestrians, etc.)

Overall Driver Rating: (circle one)
1

2

3

4

5

6

5. Was it easy for you to use your bike?
Yes

7. Tell us a little about yourself.

Some problems:
No maps, signs, or road markings to help
me find my way
No safe or secure place to leave my bicycle
at my destination
No way to take my bicycle with me on the
bus or train
Scary dogs
Hard to find a direct route I liked
Route was too hilly
Other problems: _______________________
_____________________________________

In good weather months, about how many days a month
do you ride your bike?
Never
Occasionally (one or two)
Frequently (5-10)
Most (more than 15)
Every day
Which of these phrases best describes you?
An advanced, confident rider who is
comfortable riding in most traffic situations
An intermediate rider who is not really
comfortable riding in most traffic situations
A beginner rider who prefers to stick to the
bike path or trail

Overall Ease of Use Rating: (circle one)
1

2

3

4

5

6

How does your community rate?
Add up your ratings and decide.

Did you find something that needs to
be changed?

(Questions 6 and 7 do not contribute to your community's score)

On the next page, you'll find suggestions for improving
the bikeability of your community based on the problems
you identified. Take a look at both the short- and long-term
solutions and commit to seeing at least one of each through
to the end. If you don't, then who will?

1. _____

26-30 Celebrate! You live in a bicycle-

2. _____

21-25 Your community is pretty good,

friendly community.

3. _____
4. _____
5. _____

Total _____

but there's always room for
improvement.
16-20 Conditions for riding are okay, but
not ideal. Plenty of opportunity for
improvements.
11-15 Conditions are poor and you
deserve better than this! Call the
mayor and the newspaper right
away.
5-10 Oh dear. Consider wearing body
armor and Christmas tree lights
before venturing out again.

During your bike ride, how did you feel physically?
Could you go as far or as fast as you wanted to? Were you
short of breath, tired, or were your muscles sore? The next
page also has some suggestions to improve the enjoyment of
your ride.
Bicycling, whether for transportation or recreation, is a
great way to get 30 minutes of physical activity into your day.
Riding, just like any other activity, should be something you
enjoy doing. The more you enjoy it, the more likely you'll
stick with it. Choose routes that match your skill level and
physical activities. If a route is too long or hilly, find a new
one. Start slowly and work up to your potential.
3

Now that you know the problems,
you can find the answers.

Improving your
community's
score...
1. Did you have a place to
bicycle safely?

What you can do
immediately

What you and your community
can do with more time

• pick another route for now
• tell local transportation engineers
or public works department about
specific problems; provide a copy
of your checklist
• find a class to boost your
confidence about riding in traffic

• participate in local planning meetings
• encourage your community to adopt a
plan to improve conditions, including
a network of bike lanes on major roads
• ask your public works department to
consider "Share the Road" signs at
specific locations
• ask your state department of
transportation to include paved
shoulders on all their rural highways
• establish or join a local bicycle
advocacy group

• slow down and take care when
using the path
• find an on-street route
• use the path at less crowded times
• tell the trail manager or agency
about specific problems

• ask the trail manager or agency to
improve directional and warning signs
• petition your local transportation
agency to improve path/roadway
crossings
• ask for more trails in your
community
• establish or join a "Friends of the Trail"
advocacy group

• report problems immediately to
public works department or
appropriate agency
• keep your eye on the road/path
• pick another route until the
problem is fixed (and check to see
that the problems are fixed)
• organize a community effort to
clean up the path

• work with your public works and parks
department to develop a pothole or
hazard report card or online link to
warn the agency of potential hazards
• ask your public works department to
gradually replace all dangerous
drainage grates with more bicyclefriendly designs, and improve railroad
crossings so cyclists can cross them at
90 degrees
• petition your state DOT to adopt a
bicycle-friendly rumble-strip policy

• pick another route for now
• tell local transportation engineers
or public works department about
specific problems
• take a class to improve your riding
confidence and skills

• ask the public works department to look
at the timing of the specific traffic signals
• ask the public works department to
install loop-detectors that detect bicyclists
• suggest improvements to sightlines that
include cutting back vegetation; building
out the path crossing; and moving
parked cars that obstruct your view
• organize community-wide, on-bike
training on how to safely ride through
intersections

a) On the road?
No space for bicyclists to ride (e.g. no bike lane or
shoulder; narrow lanes)
Bicycle lane or paved shoulder disappeared
Heavy and/or fast-moving traffic
Too many trucks or buses
No space for bicyclists on bridges or in tunnels
Poorly lighted roadways

b) On an off-road path or trail?
Path ended abruptly
Path didn't go where I wanted to go
Path intersected with roads that were difficult to cross
Path was crowded
Path was unsafe because of sharp turns or
dangerous downhills
Path was uncomfortable because of too many hills
Path was poorly lighted

2. How was the surface you rode on?
Potholes
Cracked or broken pavement
Debris (e.g. broken glass, sand, gravel, etc.)
Dangerous drain grates, utility covers, or metal plates
Uneven surface or gaps
Slippery surfaces when wet (e.g. bridge decks,
construction plates, road markings)
Bumpy or angled railroad tracks
Rumble strips

3. How were the intersections you
rode through?
Had to wait too long to cross intersection
Couldn't see crossing traffic
Signal didn't give me enough time to cross the road
The signal didn't change for a bicycle
Unsure where or how to ride through intersection

4

Improving your community's score...
(continued)
What you can do
immediately

What you and your community
can do with more time

• report unsafe drivers to the police
• set an example by riding
responsibly; obey traffic laws; don't
antagonize drivers
• always expect the unexpected
• work with your community to raise
awareness to share the road

• ask the police department to enforce
speed limits and safe driving
• encourage your department of motor
vehicles to include "Share the Road"
messages in driver tests and
correspondence with drivers
• ask city planners and traffic engineers
for traffic calming ideas
• encourage your community to use
cameras to catch speeders and red
light runners

• plan your route ahead of time
• find somewhere close by to lock your
bike; never leave it unlocked
• report scary dogs to the animal
control department
• learn to use all of your gears!

• ask your community to publish a local
bike map
• ask your public works department to
install bike parking racks at key
destinations; work with them to
identify locations
• petition your transit agency to install
bike racks on all their buses
• plan your local route network to
minimize the impact of steep hills
• establish or join a bicycle user group
(BUG) at your workplace

• go to your local bike shop and buy a
helmet; get lights and reflectors if you
are expecting to ride at night
• always follow the rules of the road
and set a good example
• take a class to improve your riding
skills and knowledge

• ask the police to enforce bicycle laws
• encourage your school or youth
agencies to teach bicycle safety
(on-bike)
• start or join a local bicycle club
• become a bicycle safety instructor

4. Did drivers behave well?
Drivers:
Drove too fast
Passed me too close
Did not signal
Harassed me
Cut me off
Ran red lights or stop signs

5. Was it easy for you to use
your bike?
No maps, signs, or road markings to help me find
my way
No safe or secure place to leave my bicycle at my
destination
No way to take my bicycle with me on the bus or train
Scary dogs
Hard to find a direct route I liked
Route was too hilly

6. What did you do to make your
ride safer?
Wore a bicycle helmet
Obeyed traffic signals and signs
Rode in a straight line (didn't weave)
Signaled my turns
Rode with (not against) traffic
Used lights, if riding at night
Wore reflective materials and bright clothing
Was courteous to other travelers (motorists, skaters,
pedestrians, etc.)

5

Need some guidance?
These resources might help...

Great Resources
National Park Service
Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program
1849 C Street, NW, MS-3622
Washington, DC 20240
www.ncrc.nps.gov/rtca/rtca-ofh.htm

STREET DESIGN AND BICYCLE FACILITIES
American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials
444 North Capitol Street, NW, Suite 249
Washington, DC 20001
Tel: (202) 624-5800
www.aashto.org

HEALTH
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Division of Nutrition and Physical Activity
4770 Buford Highway, NE
Atlanta, GA 30341-3724
www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpa
Tel: (770) 488-5692

Institute of Transportation Engineers
1099 14th Street, NW, Suite 300 West
Washington, DC 20005-3438
Tel: (202) 289-0222
www.ite.org
Association of Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals (APBP)
P.O. Box 23576
Washington, DC 20026
Tel: (202) 366-4071
www.apbp.org

National Center for Injury Prevention and Control
Childhood Injury Prevention
4770 Buford Highway, NE
Atlanta, GA 30341
www.cdc.gov/ncipc

Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center (PBIC)
UNC Highway Safety Research Center
730 Airport Road, Suite 300
Campus Box 3430
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3430
Tel: (919) 962-2202
www.pedbikeinfo.org
www.bicyclinginfo.org

ADVOCACY AND USER GROUPS
Thunderhead Alliance
1612 K Street, NW, Suite 401
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: (202) 822-1333
www.thunderheadalliance.org
League of American Bicyclists
1612 K Street, NW, Suite 401
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: (202) 822-1333
www.bikeleague.org

Federal Highway Adminisrtation
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, DC 20590
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bikeped/index.htm

National Center for Bicycling and Walking
1506 21st Street, NW, Suite 200
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 463-6622
www.bikewalk.org

EDUCATION AND SAFETY
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
400 Seventh Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20590
Tel: (202) 366-1739
www.nhtsa.dot.gov/people/injury/pedbimot/bike/

Surface Transportation Policy Project
1100 17th Street, NW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 466-2636
www.transact.org

League of American Bicyclists
1612 K Street NW, Suite 401
Washington, DC 20006
Tel: (202) 822-1333
www.bikeleague.org

OTHER USEFUL RESOURCES

National Bicycle Safety Network
www.cdc.gov/ncipc/bike/default.htm

Bikes and transit: www.bikemap.com
Bicycle information: www.bicyclinginfo.org

National Safe Kids Campaign
1301 Pennsylvania Ave NW, Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20004
Tel: (202) 662-0600
www.safekids.org

Bicycle-related research:
www.tfhrc.gov/safety/pedbike/pedbike.htm
Bicycling Magazine: www.bicycling.com/
Bicycle touring:
Adventure Cycling Association
P.O. Box 8308
Missoula, MT 59807
(800) 755-2453
(406) 721-8754
www.adv-cycling.org

PATHS AND TRAILS
Rails to Trails Conservancy
1100 17th Street SW, 10th Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 331-9696
www.railtrails.org
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